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ABSTRACT. 

We consider the partial-wave expansions of the two 

particle scattering amplitude which apply for s > threshold, 

t < o in both the direct and crossed channels, 0(3) and 0(2,1) 

respectively, and for s > threshold, t = o, when the initial 

and final particles are pairwise equal, which yields 0(3,1). 

By defining suitable analytic continuations, we are able to 

identify the crossed channel expantion, 0(2,1), whith the 

Sommerfeld-Watson continuation of the crossed channel 0(3) 

expantion, which holds in the region s< o, t > threshold. 

The application of the same technique to the 0(3,1) expansion. 

enables its identification with an analogous 0(4) expansion. 

The 0(3,1) to 0(2,1) decomposition is obtained by 

analytic continuation of an 0(4) to 0(3) reduction. This 

allows us to exhibit the 0(2,1) content of 0(3,1) amplitudes. 

We also formulate the effect of the discrete symmetries and 

apply the analysis tovir, Tr ii 	and Mil scattering. 

7. 
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PREFACE. 

The essential mathematical content of the concept of elementarity 

is that an elementary particle transforms under space-time transformations 

as an irreducible representation of the Poincare group It is at once 

apparent that the theory of the representations of the Poincare group, 

their classification and coupling, must play a major role in any theory 

of elementary particles. Although this was recognised, and indeed the 

problem of classification of the representations essentially solved by 

Wigner, as far back as the 1930's , due to the unfamiliarity of the 

mathematical techniques involved, and perhaps even more due to the indirect 

manner in which the Poincare group enters into field theory, the direct 

investigation of group-theoretical results has not been widely pursued until 

comparatively recent times. 

Beginning from the essential failure of field theory, at least in 

its present form, due to renormalisability problems, coupled to the 

realisation that it is somehow bound up with spin, and aided by the group 

theoretical expertise which had been acquired in response to the recognition 

of the government of interactions by internal symmetries, the application of 

direct group theory to the scattering amplitude has been revived, Its 

direct significance has enormously increased following the appreciation 

that, for reasons which are not fully understood, scattering amplicudes 

may be extremely simple in the group parameter space, viz, being dominated 

by a few poles, at least for certain regions of momentum space, The 

evidence for this has come partly from the theory of non-relativistic 

potential scattering,and partly from direct experimental results, The 

making of such assumptions about the amplitude immediately converts a 
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group-theoretical kinematic description of a process into a set of 

strong dynamical statements; in particular the form of its high 

energy behaviour is rigidly determined by the group-theoretical 

framework in terms of which the amplitudes are expressed. It transforms 

the approach from a neutral kinematic description into a positive 

dynamical probe of the physical content of the interactions, 

The work contained within this thesis may thus be regarded 

as a small part of a larger scheme of application of group-theoretical 

methods of analysis to elementary particle physics. It is particularly 

concerned with the cross-channel expansions which are obtained by 

considering the direct product of a pair of positive and negative energy 

representations of the Poincare group® In contrast to the usual little-

group, 0(3), which occurs in the decomposition of the product of two 

positive-energy states, the relevant little-group is, in general, 

0(2,1). Under certain circumstances, viz when the masses of the initial 

and final particles in the crossed channel are pair-wise equal and t or 

u is zero, the higher symmetry, 0(3,1), prevails. If the masses are 

unequal, however, then for t or u zero the little-group becomes the 

two-dimensional Euclidean group 0(2) 
	

T(2); we shall not consider this 

case 

A representation of the higher symmetry, 0(3,1), is equivalent 

to an infinite set of representations of the lower, 0(2,1); consequently 

a pole in an amplitude of the higher symmetry is equivalent to an infinite 

set of poles in amplitudes of the lower symmetry, this being one aspect 

of the phenomenon of 'daughters'. Our main concerns are with the relation 

of the 0(2,1) amplitude expansion to the usual 0(3), the relation of the 
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0(3,1) expansion to a corresponding 0(4), and finally the decomposition 

of an 0(3,1) representation into 0(2,1) representations, which we identify 

as the analytic continuation of an 0(4) to 0(3) continuation, 

The principal results obtained are the essential identification 

4+0(3) 
of the 0(2,1)I expansiordvia a Sommerfeld-Watson transformation. This 

procedure enables signature eigen amplitudes to be uniquely identified 

simply by requiring that an 0(2,1) to 0(3) continuation be possible. 

By applying an analagous procedure to the 0(3,1) expansion we again 

obtain unique 0(.3,1) signature eigen amplitudes, together with their 

associated signature factors° This in turn enables us to introduce the 

effects of the discrete symmetries0 , C and 2" directly, since 

their effect upon the direct-channel 0(3) or 0(4) expansions are straight-

forward, and we may continue from these to the 0(2,1) or 0(3,1) expansions, 

respectively. Finally the 0(3,1) to 0(2,1) decomposition enables us to 

exhibit the content of an 0(3,1) signature eigen amplitude directly 

in terms of 0(2,1) signature eigen amplitudes, together with 19/C and 

content° 

We begin, in §.1, with a resume of the theory of representations 

of the Poincare group; the definition of 'boosts l and the construction 

of 0(3) and 0(2,1) helicity states using thempenables the definition of 

transition matrix elements. Crossing symmetry, and the computation of 

the spin rearrangement matrices which arise in going from 0(3) helicity 

states to 0(2,1) helicity states enable us, in § 2, to show that the 

transition matrix, when defined in terms of 0(2,1) helicity states in 

the brick-wall frame of the crossed channel, this being the natural 

amplitude for expansion in terms of representations of the 0(2,1) little- 
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group, may be identified with the transition matrix as normally defined 

in terms of 0(3) helicity states in the centre of mass frame of the 

direct channel. 

§3 is devoted to the formulation of the 0(3), 0(2,1) and 

0(3,1) partial wave expansions, which hold for amplitudes which are 

square-integrable over the relevant manifolds, These lead, in §4 

an analysis,  of the symmetry and analyticity properties of the representations 

in both transformation and group variables. In §5, by analytically 

continuing the overlap function, we establish the connection between the 

0(3,1) to 0(2,1) decomposition and a corresponding 0(4) to 0(3) 
. 	..... 

reduction. The discrete symmetries 03, C and T are introduced in 

§6 and used to define P and C eigen amplitudes. g7 deals with the 

continuation between the crossed and direct expansions, i.e. 0(2,1) 

to 0(3) and 0(3,1) to 0(4), the major assumptions being square-

integrability and the existence of an unsubtracted dispersion relation. 

Finally, in §8, we consider VT 7rW and NN scattering as examples 

to which the preceeding analysis may be applied; the 0(3), 0(2,1) and 

0(3,1) analyses are formulated in turn; the discrete symmetries are 

applied and the 0(2,1) content of the 0(3,1) amplitudes exhibited. 
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§.1 INTRODUCTION 

1. COMMUTATION RELATIONS OF.THE.POINCARE GROUP. 

In this section we shall give a summary of that part of 

Wigners analysis of representations of the Poincare groupl  which 

are of direct relevance to the subsequent work. A more complete 

treatment will be given elsewhere2. Under the general 

transformation (4.,A) of the Poincare group, the space-time 

four—vector0C , transforms as 

A 	+ 
144" 	 4 	V 	h‘ 

where we have adopted the metric X, 

Lorentz invariance requires that 

.1)0-  	- 	12 - X3 1)3 

Ai' AP 	 (1.2) = 9)1,4  

while, if in addition we exclude space and time reflections, then 

detA = 1 	 (1.3) 

00  -, > 	 (1.4) 

Clearly, the above transformations form a group. We are 

interested in its representation by operatorsIAMA. For 

transformations in the vicinity of the identity the operator may 

be approximated by 

17 , 	+ 0.. ? 	E 1.4 	72— 	 p 
(1.5) 
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where 

and since equation (1.2) requires that 

(E 	(E 4 — 	4/A. 

no generality is lost by requiring 

(1.6) 

(1.7) 

(1.8) 

-FL and ..);,4 are the generators of space—time translations and 

generalised rotations respectively. By considering the group 

property 

17(a,A) IActi ,N=Ahi\z  o l /1, /12 ) 
	

(1.9) 

we may derive the commutation relations3  

[ p 	p 41111,  
mmg.m• 0 (1.10) 

(1.12) 

These have the structure of a semi—direct product of a four—

dimensional translation groupT(4) with the four dimensional 

rotation group, ()(3,!) . If in addition we require that the 



(1.18) 

(1.19) 
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operators be unitary, then 

IRO-)  ) T1  C°9 A) = V(07 A) Urib 
	

(1.13) 

and consequently the generators are hermitian 

= fr.. 	 .4.9 (1.14) 

The The Casimir operators are 

  

2. 
aMMI 
v•NO ttn (1.15) 

and 

= 	tifrt 	try1,1. 
	

(1.16) 

where 

- 	E" xt lax 
	 (1.17) 

In any irreducible representation they must be multiples of the 

identity, however their eigenvalues do not always specify an 

irreducible representation uniquely. 

2. 	THE LITTLE GROUP 

The representations of the complete group are obtained by 

induction from the representations of the translation subgroup. 

Consider the state It01> which forms a representation of the 

translation sub -group,.with 

rp)Di > = 1>ix  II, 1 x > 
and 

U(a)  o) 11,.[ 	= 

in which [ A j. represents the eigenvalues of the remainder of the 
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complete set of operators necessary to completely specify the 

state, this set including 111,2  and g . We now classify these 

representations by their F- -
T.D 2 eigenvalue,1vt. > o , 	= o and 

fyy-1,1  < C) , calling them time-like , light-like and space-like 

respectively. To each class we assign a characteristic vector, 

(I, C, 0?  01  ) (4 0?  0?  I ) and CO?  0?  01  1) respectively. The 

little group associated with the class is defined to be that 

subgroup of the Poincare group which leaves the characteristic 

vector invariant. By inspection the little groups are; time- 

like , 0(3), generated by(4.723  73, 	); light-like , c)(0 @ -r(z), 

generated by(Ts2  ,-In; 	3 	cr„.. -- J  3); and 

space-like, C)Pi  I), generated by( 	, 	Jo.j. We must 

treat the null case 12  =0 , separately, the corresponding little 

group being the homogeneous Lorentz group 0(3,I). It should be 

noticed that these generators are simply the components of We, 

when it acts on a state having momentum proportional to the 

A 
characteristic vector, viz. if we define wt. Tr.  to be the 

characteristic vector, then when acting on IM A] > , 

becomes( 01  .723 , .131  ; jii. ) for time-like; .(J12 
	yji 2 ) 

. for light-like; and(uT 2, 5 015 .7 O) for space-like 7) It is 1 	01 

a further property of W that it is translation invariant, 

 

08.0 
••••• O (1.20) 

    

    



viz. it is a member of the little group corresponding to f), and 

Cs  AL = 
A t 

(1.23) 

-r-1 2  t / 2  
and hence it is possible to diagonalise, r-, 1.1/ and 1)  simultaneously. 

It should be noticed that the helicity operator,  3•T  is simply.  

II CI 
, which reduces to ..T12 when acting on a state having 

114  
three momentum only in the 3 direction. 

3. 	DEFINITION OF BOOSTS.  

A 
Given the vectors 15 and -p , belonging to the same class, we 

may define a three parameter Lorentz transformation, called a boost, 

by 

L A  

Although this does not define Li) uniquely it provides sufficient_ 

information to define the behaviour of 11),
, 
f;k1 in terms of 

	

I 	j 

trAi> ,for under the transformation (a, A 
Isod> 	ma,A)1+,f1.1> = via, to lky co EA-1 > 

=, A Ai, 	At )170--1  A LI, )1 	 (1.22) 

But 

(1.21) 

is called Wigner rotation for the 0(3 little group. Hence, if 

1;411> forms a basis for a representation of the little group 

corresponding to 1) , i.e. 

(1.24) 

under the little group transformation R, then 

u(LININXI )= 

 

(1.25) 
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which may be identified as the transformation behaviour of a 

representation of the Poincare group. Therefore, in order to 

obtain a representation of 0P  , we fix Mtand , choose a 

representation of the appropriate little group from the set 

characterised by ^ and construct a general state from it 

via 

i 1,{) > = U ( 	) I 	f A > 	(1.26) 

this state transforming under the general Poincare transforma-

tion according to Eqn.(1.25). It is a consequence of Wigner's 

analysis that necessary and sufficient conditipns for the 

representations so constructed to be unitary and irreducible 

are that 41Jandlshould be unique and that the little group 

representations be unitary and irreducible. 

4. 	EXPLICIT REPRESENTATIONS OF BOOSTS.  

As we may identify 111, with the mass of a state, the single 

particle states with which we shall be concerned will all have 

1 
1YL > C). 	may then be identified with the spin of the 

particle (at rest) and in this case a uniquely specifies the 

little group representation, Q(3). However we shall be concerned 

with products of pairs of states which may be positive or 

negative time-like, the negative time-like states corresponding 

to anti-particles. The total momentum of such a state may be 

time-like, space-like, light-like or even null, depending on the 
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relative masses. As we shall expand such products with respect 

to the little group corresponding to the total momentum it will 

be advantageous to define three boosts, incorporating the 

generators of the time-like, space-like and light-like little 

groups' respectively. We define 

9,73 , 	t:FJ11 ei-tc.(J°1 (1.27) (L_ = 	 - ÷ 	 e, 

U(L-). e 	 (1.28) 

_Cs-rr U Li)°) = 	it 	
(1.29) 

all of which satisfy 

L .0  137  -- 
with the parameters restricted by 

• (19  < 211' ; 0 ..4 e 	111  ; 0 	c7C < act 
O < 21Y ; 0  G p <00 	X 4 00 	(1.31) 

• 
? 

<2i1' ; 00 < 	0 -00 4  76 00 

As we shall not consider the light-like little group expansion 

in what follows we shall not consider the boost defined by 

eqn. (1.29) further* full details may be obtained elsewhere.
3  

By using the adjoint representation for the generators we may 

show that 

(1.30) 



0 

cos ?Ai/vi 940 - eo.sf• case -44 - 	(p 	(coi e- r) 
rin 	040( Aim (f) cas (Kars 9- 0 - Aini2cp cps e- ws2?  

e 	De 

and 1-1) = 

Gip 	- 41,13 CeeS 

Lis fat 	- co4 AA-44 
(p. /stigeR X im loco"(,_ 43) 

,A 	 0 

It follows that 

fpt, = 	0( 4't of Min 19 coup, .J 46 e /WA ( , Nfl of cos 

cm (at 6 cfi,p )  ch. 	cas T.) cin..?1' *Atm 	) (1 . 34) 

and thus that the parameters are interrelated by 

Ai 5 	/Al 0( cos e 
t13 Al,ned0( 

Ce 	dit 

tam 8 = At cS c,oth 
(1.35) 

5. 	DEFINITION OF 0(3) and 0(2,1) HELICITY STATES. 

Since Mti > Q , we are concerned with the little group 0(3) , or 

more precisely, as we are dealing with ray representations1, Su(Z) 

The unitary irreducible representations of this group are very 
-T. 2 

familiar4. The Casimir operator is 7 = J 11+ J 23 +- J D ; a complete 

19. 

0 	- 4-U 
- cos? Ainit 9 clAX 
- sc,..ces4, eskd 

,siin O 4Z/r1 	CDC 6 at,/ 
((.3z) 

A/3.4(4% 	CAp ATI 

469%010 -a#,- cozy* she. 
AL„tp  f3 cc:cp - AIM 	p 5/  

0 
((.33) 



set of operators is given 

set of eigenvalues of eqn 

/ I j  
bYl;! 	,J. 
(1.26) reduces 

Hence 
A 

to I 

the complete 

9 ) 
	

>Where 

20. 

1 	I-; ; i 1 X> 

Z
113 

A 	 2. 2 A • 
W ; 1A> -/YYL 11)1 > -1Y11.2-4 .4 +91;  

71.111)'; a> 
	x 	a> 

these states forming the basis for a unitary irreducible representa-

tion of 0(3). The states having general momentum are 

I 15 • .1 A > (1.39) 

11)ij -/\> 	1 .1 )p t> 
	

(1.40) 

They are eigenvectors of 

U(if)J2.174-r) = Sim &COSI:0-2,s  + Sin &Sift ri; + COS (9.712,  (1.41) 

 

+132 +  Kik  14/°  
(1.42) 

 

u(L-1,),]-12 y(L1,-) 	p 7 ÷ Sy (pi (plot  +ShJ Sin (10.304..  (1.43) 

where the + 

± 1  

{ 	-1)2.13 47  

	

sign depends on whether 111. 	C) . Equation (1.41) may be 

W3 
	 (1.44) 
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identified with the normal helicity operator 4112  •  1  , and 
4 I 

consequently eqn (1.39) with the normal helicity state, 

defined in terms of 0(3) generators5. The state defined by 
ir.,o.rorogrs i.8 cv... J24:xrustaa. a  a ccrefe.laKcg, C(2,1) 

eqn. (1.40) in terms of 0(2,14helicity operator, as defined by 

eqn (1.43). In order to distinguish these we shall refer to 

them as 0(3) and 0(2,1) helicity states respectively. They may 

beimterrelated by 

1 1, ;  >s  = 	 L) 	(1.45) 

1,A  > = 	i f,p.,JD4,(L-, L-4-0 	(1.46) 

where we have utilised the property that since 

(1.47) 

these operators are 0(3) rotations, whose only effect is a spin 

rearrangement. Now 

17( L) 	( 	ei'cl(3;'3  e"j; ii'law;1"85;a 

Z: 
	dos 	i, y7. Jri ,, 	(1.48) . 

where COA EP = 	cos 	cAp{seo< ceis + sep.} 1(1.49) 

and 	'S1.11, 	= 	AA. p - c p. cR, 	 (1.50) 

The states are normalised covariantly. 

,:t Xt> .6(1-40 -= /811?Tf.1)2.) 	6 X,  Az  
(1.51) 
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where C( 
	- 	2. 

) = 	(1D — rrq
2,  
) 9 ( 1)0) (1.52) 

and 	--p,)= (2 1-04.  8 ( 	- 
	 (1.53) 

00 

the group integration being 	

4-  ) 	

It follows from eqn (1.45) 

(2-  
that 	 -00  

2 
vag+4),)= 45403.—pg 6442.  	xz  

(1.54) 

Two-particle states are defined to be the direct.product of single 

particle states. 

I ID I  is , A1 > ofi) 1 1 2  j.1 	> (1.55) 

and consequently their normalisation is 

<1314,A, ; 1,2  is  A, I N, 1444 A4  > 4-1),) Z1134.) 	
(1.56) 

i(4(1)1133)4(132.14) •44 /i'a4 Adt A A4 
0(2,1) states and many particle states are defined analogously. 

Notice that equation (1.55) leads to states which differ by 

1 -  ) 
the phase (- 0

441  
) 	Ifrom those defined by Jacob and Wick5. 	Our 

definition of a two-particle state with three-momentum along the 

axis is 

112.,,X,;.raizAl2= -L00-03, /, . 	I I -oil; 

Ie. ()I :As -iocJo3  n , 	id 3' e 4 (;. 113212-  X.1> 

1.57) 
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where -2)= (ryn,
5 
 ) and NA, Afft 0(1  nn "A, = a The factor 

e  . ifrr -
.7%, - is forced to be present as the restrictions embodied 

in eqn. 1.31 do not permit 0( < 0. In contrast the Jacob and Wick 

definition (eqns. 13 and 14 of reference 5), is 

_LcC,J03  A e• 	 C127>t,)-a-es _ 	, k 
-Ni  X,  n)1j,>,z, > 	 >j 0 i) e, 	'3   

( .58) 
OW. 

Equation (1.57) is more consistent. Its great advantage is 

that both particles are treated on the same footing and that there 

is consequently no need to keep specifying which is particle one and 

which particle two, particularly when crossing relations are being 

concerned. It agrees with the definition adopted by BiaZas and 

Svensson7, who adopted it for this reason. 

6. 	DEFINITION OF THE TRANSITION MATRIX.  

The amplitude corresponding to the process shown in Fig.l. 

<143 XI /1)4 
is denoted by 	 A -1).2, 	> 

, where in 

general we shall not explicitly exhibit the spins. The transition 

matrix is defined by 

(1.59) =1+ 	T 

and since the S matrix is translation invariant, 

C) = (1.60) [ S 5 	ilk 

we may define the transition amplitude by 
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; 	At+)(,),,) 

	

= 
,g41-p3 pi) -s-4(1)412) N34. 614i 	6),4x2 

t  '64(1)a +P4 — )132) -8-.(110-"),) 	( -Iftzo - LLO 

<13,j3 
; 	Xie 

2  
I TI pler 3 pzi2 ),2.  > 

where CO 	{Ma. 	. The differential cross-section for 

scattering from an unpolarised initial state is 

otT 
4,11. 	(g Tr W)1 	"tt 	( 2  PO 	+ i)  

2 p 	1: 1)3  j3A3; 13414X41Ti 	A, ; 	2  > I 
',White the condition of two-particle unctarity becomes 

<7)3 .3./13; -Kr414-A4 I {T —T11
131 0 i 2  > 

Al! 4  
d6A3; ti44A111 co 

Ir4J):'?$2-)'64(1/1÷$7- --N) 

(1240A-2> 

(1.61) 

(1.62) 

(1.63) <lt 	; 	 I T -pi  11  

and•.g 6, being the spins of the particles being exchanged. 

Finally we notice that the transition amplitude as defined above 

differs from that defined by Jacob and Wick5  by the phase factor 

(- 1)(1'4  
due to the phase difference in the definition 

of two-particle states. 
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Under the homogeneous Lorentz transformation A , the transition 

amplitude transforms as 

< tial'a  ; 191; Ail  I 11.1)itisAi  ; 

131; \ SI4  z 
Et 	( 144 Dt 	10%/4) 
PI) • V-1.4 fivu-s 	44).4-4 

where V4z are the Wigner rotations of the individual particles, 

given by 

W. 	L A L 
AT 	1)1  

(1.65) 
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§.2 CROSSING SYMMETRY.  

1. CENTRE OF MASS'AND.BRICKWALL-COORDINATE-FRANES.- 

It is the purpose of this section to show that the transition 

amplitude of two-particle 0(2,1) helicity states in the brick-wall 

frame of the direct channel is directly and simply related 

to the transition amplitude between two-particle 0(3) helicity 

states in the centre of mass frame of the direct channel. This 

connection will enable us in §7 to identify the direct channel 

0(2,1) expansion of the transition amplitude, which is made in the 

brickwall frame, with the analytically continued crossed channel 

0(3) expansion made in the crossed channel centre of mass frame. 

For definiteness we shall choose the t channel as the channel 

to be crossed into, all of the arguments would apply also to the 

u channel. The basis of the procedure is to relate both amplitudes 

to the transition amplitude of two-particle 0(3) helicity states 

in the centre of mass frame of the direct channel. We shall 

assume the results of Trueman and Wick
6 
 in relating the crossed 

channel centre of mass amplitude to the direct channel centre of 

mass amplitude by explicit analytic continuation, although allowance 

must be made for their different phase convention. Basically the 

connection between the 0(2,1) amplitude in the brick wall frame and 

the 0(3) amplitude in centre of mass frame of the direct channel 

is straightforward; one must simply compute the Wigner rotations 

which arise in response to the Lorentz transformation A from the 
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centre of mass to the brick-wall frame, this transformation 

being real, and then adjoin to these the spin rearrangement 

rotations which convey from 0(3) to 0(2,1) helicity states. 

However, to do this for the case of general masses would be 

extremely tedious, and we have been able to avoid it by 

noticing that the spin rearrangement rotations are identical 

with the Wigner rotations which arise in response to the 

complex Lorentz transformation exp .17- 3 . 
t 
.
i 	°3 	

We may use 

this to obtain the complete rotations of Wigner plus spin 

rearrangement, for,instead of following the direct procedure, 

we may calculate the Wigner rotations which follow from the 

(complex) Lorentz transformation 	

xP 	j 
 03  

This is purely a calculational device and does not imply any 

assumptions about the behaviour of the amplitude under complex 

Lorentz transformations. It will enable us to identify these 

rotations with the Wigner rotations obtained by Trueman and 

Wick, and hence to relate the amplitudes. Theteis, of course, 

a deeper significance to the existence of such a trick, and 

after having made the identification of the amplitudes we shall 

use the Bargman-Hall-14ightman theorem8  to exhibit it. 

We begin by specifying the coordinate frames and the values 

of their angles in terms of the invariants s and t. The 

coordinates of the s channel centre of mass frame, (1)1 -1-1:Qalong 

the time axis, are 



cita 2 
+ MI 3  -  nenik  

.2 mi 3  

cit,  i  = S 	-- 
.2. rryt, S 

frn- 	d 7. tYrt At. 	= z  

.41, 0( — 3 	4 

p 

1 
2.3) 
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frn' (11- (X I 
	0 
	

0( 

= .1112 (10(1 	0 
	

St 0( 

frn,3  .1 „ 0( 3  

4  4 4 	3 
with 

5 	0(3 COS 09) (2.1) 

o 	3 -4,0(4 COS Go) 

Prn, I All. 	- fYYt Aft. 0(2 
	fYYL.3  44. 0(3  — CYA,4 	0(4.  = 0 	(2.2) 

and the form of the momentum configuration is shown in the 

space-time diagram, Fig. II. The angles are uniquely determined in 

terms of s and t by 
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CAS = 15 	0111 -  ily12215-1-  /Int- rmin + 2. 5 lt /Yrt, 

-( 	IM)21 [5-  (MI  ("nil{ S-(  ftnir°113 tliS41"4-4.  .4113111(  2 5)  

Similarly the coordinates of the s channel brick-wall frame 

which corresponds to the t channel, i.e.tn -'P) along the z axis, 

are 

GP"-si 	5 	o 

= cn (GA lc,c,R 	& 1(.2,414 le 

	

/W13 (a; 5 	0 

/4 =Nmit(c12,c4ciqi c/Pt if/s-Y 

2.6) 

with 

  

not  
3 	

anzcit 	 2c4  = 0 (2.7) 

In terms of 	and t the angles are 

•,‘ rm -t 

2 /In 1/7e 
; 	/41- 	— "4 - fre1-2, t 

/ 

(wkl  

ns:-  "4 -t  
Z 

2  ,m4 1/-L 

2.. 
nni - 	- 	kft 

nyi.  
3 

(2.8) 
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- 4 t 

nn A — 4cit4--[ f( nmit-  Aid-  

a A. 	a 	t (5-  !m?- tw12:2)+(rrirl2:- Ant-Ft)(11142-  - Nniz-t) 

1 	g ("3-  "IT-  .1{.(n.Y13 4- 1)2-  ttrn14-m12)1--6(0"4+ twtzt- jk  
The coordinates of the other s channel brick wall frame, having 

0 
i-41along the 3 axis, may be obtained from the above by interchanging 

116 and 1). 3 	4- 	The accompanying momentum diagram Fig. 3. illustrates - 

the coordinate choice. 

Finally we state the coordinates of the t channel centre of 

mass system,(1),-- )along the 0 axis. 

I  trft ( , 	() 	 0 	A TI, (3-:( 
n 

712 	= oyl,( 	672, 	9 441 Oct  5  0 5  cos 5isk.0-Z2) 

() 	At 67  ) (2.11) 
1-)a 	or3  09A, 	C) 3 

tyn 	d of 
 3 

-A1/11,6 AR4 -3  0 -cos 13/LO? 1-)4 	 4 

with 

A'k - 411,01-  
i 	3 

/ala2  - ry14 A/ft. 0?4 = 0 (2.12) 

The angles of this system are complex in the physical region of 

the s-channel, and are given by 

3 3- 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 
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(1&, - 	-t- ,Thz, _  frilla.  
1 071  — 	

2 	2. 

tk 	
i 	 t  +  frn't  -  474   (2.13) gym, 	 2 mi a  t r- 

(14 = t + all:- (Mil 	15 - -t+ im42- "22.  
3 . 2 /rat? 	 4  	.2. tm4  t f le, 

z 2 
frn 1 441 di  7::. rn-13 	

— 4 	4 

-- 
A -C-7(

3 
= [ft -6,„,-.02.1 ft-(rm,+ .3)  

4- t 	(2.14) 

.I.' 

fril 41 d - — 	— iTh ATIFi 	[f.t4(  Yri 2—  mi4.11ft - (an2, + tm4.717  z  
2 	I.  4 

If we define the angles 0(_. to be obtained from Ce.by inter- 

change of s with t and Pm, 	 ,. withnn then the coordinates of the ,3  

s channel brick-wall and centre of mass frames may be interrelated 

by 

	

1 	 1 
• ?Sz 	— 0( 3 — 

2 	(2.16) 

63 = 

	

2 	2 4 = 
4 

+ L 2 

z, Or- e) 
_i s 

where 9 is defined fromeby the same process as Qt. from 0(.. 

(2.17) 

- (2.15) 

cps Fit .... 	2- t (s - 	m121) +a+ /Ma-  iml) (t+ 2--  mt.) 

[it- ("I-  nfitt4"144"13)21ft4"2-1"4" f -6-(frv-iTY02  
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Similarly we may relate the brick wall frame angles to those 

of the crossed channel centre of mass angles 

. 	g 1  = - a • - i. z i 	 1 

64  = 5( 14.  + i. .a" 

 

?s, 

and 

 

3 	2. 

-(2.18) 

(2.19) ( 

2. 	COMPUTATION OF•THE-SPIN-REARRANGEMENT.AND WIGNER-ROTATIONS. 

EqUations (2.8); (2.9) and (2.10) enable the computation of the 

spin rearrangement rotations when we pass from the amplitude defined in 

terms of 0(2,1) helicity states in the brick wall frame to one 

defined from 0(3) states in the same frame; substitution of the 

appropriate angles into eqns. (1.49) and (1.35) yields the required 

angles. 

cipAt6,,c1,18 

= 	84.  ap ist2isif 	 4,VisiI c3. 20) 

cos® 	I 	co 

co5 03 	f 
	cos 

4 

> 0 	j ©2   O ; 	< 0 ; 	1: 0 

In order to relate these to Wigner rotations we make use, of the 

following lemma: that the Wigner rotation of a.state in the (013) 

plane corresponding to a boost along the 3 axis is a rotation about 
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the 2 axis through an angle whose magnitude is independent 

of the azimuthal angles of the initial and final states. The 

proof follows the observation that if in eqn. (1.25) 

A  -= 
	

then all of the operators which make 

up the Wigner rotation, L leave the y axis 

invariant. Thus W must have the form, W = 	GO,:r
'31
) 

We may now use the vector representation of the generators to' 

show that 

CAL 	cas co /sit, 0( Al t. 	 (2.21) 

/11/ W 	4v1'1, 	4ZAI, ei 
	

(2.22) 

dyft of , of 

where (011 	and(Ull  CO are the angles of the 0(3) boosts which 

define the initial and final states. Although eqns. 21 and 22 were 

defined only for real angles, they hold also for complex ones. 

It follows from them, together with eqn (2.18), that the spin 

rearrangements, 	, defined by (2.20), may be related to the 

Wigner rotations, Pc: , made by 0(3) states in the brick-wall 
-3t 

frame in response to the complex boost 	°1 	by 

0 2. 	-7- 	Tt'  
1 

0 4.  = 174 	 (2.23) 
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Accordingly, when combining the numerical values of the 9- with 

other Wigner rotations, we may simply work with the 1?-, treat the 

problem as the combination of a set of Wigner rotations and then 

use eqn. 2.23 to obtain the spin rearrangement plus Wigner rotation 

combination. This is a great simplification as we need only 

compute the Wigner rotations, defined by eqns. (2.21) and (2.22) 

in response to a single (complex) Lorentz transformation. It is 

purely a calculational trick and does not involve additional 

assumptions about the scattering amplitude, however it is 

significant that e -Ir jos is just that complex rotation which takes 

us from the brick wall frame in the s channel to the centre of 

mass frame in the t channel, since it is the transformation which 

rotates a unit vector along the 3 axis into one along the 0 axis, 

while preserving its length. Therefore the value of the complete 

rotation of rearrangement plus Wigner of any given particle in the 

brick wall frame, due to the transformation from 0(2,1) state to 

0(3) state and then to the centre of mass frame, may be obtained by 

computing the Wigner rotation which arises from the complex Lorentz 

transformation from the centre of mass of the crossed channel to the 

centre of mass of the direct channel. The computation of the 

latter is much simpler
9. No analytic continuation is involved as 

the amplitude is always at the same point of the (s,t) plane in 

the physical region of the direct channel. 

As the transformation leaves the y axis invariant it must be 

a member of the 0(2,1) subgroup having generators zr , Jand ZI 
03 	01 	31 
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and hence may be parameterised in the form 

where 

_ A — e 	j  31 	 Jra, 4  4' 3-al 
(2.24) 

(2.25) 

From 

A (1), +.)z ) = 

and 

I 	1)1 
we obtain 

d 

while 

QM 1  ,,i  ,sine 	5(2. 	(2.27) (0 	„  
/yk 	Nn2  Cos 944t  

Aim cp Aft. 	= 	"Sirn 	A&- a 	 (2.28) 

eqns. 21 and 22 now yield 
• 

= 	dvx, 6-(1  + 	oc At 07.2  an oil  

= 	043  as  + oc 45(3  

c1 = (144  GP(t. O(4  At,d4  i 0(4  cos co, 

(2.29) 



— 	Aim eP 	Wt >O 

e -1-1")  .4 	< 0 
(x.2. 	 oc, 

'Sim GO  — 4 
 

Aim W. 

4 !MCP 
(2.30) 
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e.g. 

2 
CAS = 	

IN n  + fri  tYn2.z)(t 	tm3)-E  ;Lem, kivn, - an- tms + nn  t)  

- 	fmarj IS -(rm I + rivilk,-(nyi: imOzi -(erti,4-41  
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611 GO —  inn (9+4))  
A 	AA 0173  

(A)4 	/Si/11(64 + W-10= 
Aft 137(4.  

!Sim CP  
AI, 0(3  

41M(-CP+9- 
0(4  

* (...0
3

> 

< — 

We have exhibited these relations in extensio since not only the 

magnitudes but also the signs of the rotation angles are important 

in determining the relation between brick-wall and centre of mass 

amplitude. If we compare the above relations with eqns. 42 and 43 

of Trueman and Wick(6), then since the masses are related by 

4n11 
P.

,  f rm. = 2 rrin4 	(2.31) 

we may identify 

; 	 ; w3 = '62 ; 
	

(2.32) 
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3. 	THE RELATION OF 0(2,1) _TO..0(3) llELICITY...AMPLITUDES,  

Upon taking account of the similar transformation properties of 

and( l) 3  Zkl 2 23)-- 1) A 1TI 4 
under the homogeneous Lorentz group, we may state the relation between 

the 0(2,1) helicity amplitude,I<-1,2 12  %Ali.  I TI 	ct3 A3  > 
defined in the brick-wall frame, and the 0(3) helicity amplitude, 

< 	/13 3  -1)4A4  !Ti p,A, pz  Az > , defined in the s channel centre 

of mass frame, as 

<T3N3Iiii,4.m]),A„-paA.a  

1) 52*A2  + Ss 4%4'3 +A4-144 	n 1T1 	1,1, 1(2 / 2.) 94:4 4 Y3-1103.3) 

CL 3( W3- Cr) el, (- toff)d Sij w,) 	s/ OT- 4,02) 
4tIrl we have already made useOleqn. (2.231 to take account of the 

difference between the (Di,  and the 9z, . The equation becomes 

<1)3A3  T4A4  1T 1 - A, 1:12  Az  > 

15 +2 53  4 Xz 	 1(2.34) 

=E l) 	 Cif2A4/2-44/AlifiTittlfrti 9/3")..3 > 

CL53 (o  .) ) Ct..%  (104) 	Si  ( ) 	WO 
1A,3A3 	3  /tA14 A4 	 ^A2- 

Since our definition of the phase of the two-particle helicity state 
-AO 

differs' from Jacob & Wick by (— I, 	where S2 and A2,  are 

the spin and helicity of the second particle, the appropriate crossing 

relation is obtained from eqn. 4l of Trueman and Wick by multiplication 

by 	I ) 
- 	(52-Aa.)+(s4-A4)+(-53.9A-3) +(54-AiDand yields 

<4)1A35-p4Ait  ITI Tyk, ,1'2  /1 > 1), A  
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<13 
	a 11)4A4 	3 '1)2 A2. > 

•) 	) (; +163) + (A4-4.141e— 
= 	I 	I 	

NViirith I Tift1 )-:1331A >(2. 35) 

ci.53 (,t; as4 	) eLs. (,) 
)3A3 3/ "A4 	^)t. \ 	)f-.. A2 

From a comparison of equations 2.34 and 2.35 we may assert the 

identity, up to an overall phase, of the 0(2,1) brick—wall amplitude 

with the crossed channel 0(3) centre of mass. amplitude, 

— C.p2A4 Ck4 	ITI , A; —c  
Sa 	Sa—Aa <_ 	-.134A4 1—ryi A, -133 A3 

	(2.36) 

The above equation is the principal result of this section. We shall 

rederive it shortly using the invariance of the amplitude under the 

complex Lorentz group. 

4. 	THE EQUAL MASS CASE  

Firstly, however, in order to calm any doubts concerning the 

validity of our method for the calculation of the GO,: , we explicitly 

calculate the component spin rearrangements and Wigner rotations 

whenever, all the masses are equal. For this case, the Lorentz 

transformation the s channel centre of mass system to the brick wall 

system is simply 

A 31 ~ 	 (2.37) v‘it 
where p and 0 are given by eqns (2.5) and (2.10) respectively. 
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Taking account of the fact that the Wigner rotation of a state in 

the (013) plane in response to a Lorentz transformation which is 

solely a rotation about the 2 axis is zero we.may substitute from 

eqn. (2.35) into eqns. (2.21) and (2.22). This yields a set of 

Wigner rotations (p., with 
G  

Cr I  IT - • 

:11 

(fl 

 

  

(2.38) 

(P3 

 

CP4 cr 

 

where 

cos Cp t  
41M. = 	4 Avi 1,44- 

(,s + + u) (t + 

cos cp —  (4 tYn' 	+ Ah.) 4 . 	• AZ.vt crl  — 	frn 	"0-1 
(2.39) 

I 	It + AA) (4 LA. +t-F,ur 	/et .+ a) (4 4u. +-tcs4A))p.- 

Upon combining these with the spin rearrangements defined by 

eqn. (2.20) we obtain the complete Wigner rotations plus spin 

rearrangement rotations to be 

(A), 110 u.),„ — 19 

(2.40) 

(.03  9° 	;, + (f) 
which are in agreement with the equal mass values of the angles in 

eqn. (1.31),thus providing an independent check. 
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5. THE BARGMANN-HALL-WIGHTMANrTHEOREM.‘ 

Although we have not directly made use of it in the 'above proof, 

the basic reason for the validity of eqn. (2.35) lies in the 

invariance of the acattering amplitude under the complex Lorentz group10. 

This follows from invariance under the real Lorentz group if we 

assume analyticity in s and t. Sufficient conditions of validity are 

provided by the Bargmann-Eall-Wightman theorem8, which may be formulated 

as follows. 

Given an amplitude which satisfies 

1.. Under the real Lorentz transformation corresponding to the element A 

of SI. (2, 4:) , viz (A l  At)of SO3005142)0, the 

amplitude transforms as 

< TA cp. 2.  A 1 tvl,f) it  p, At)  .p2A2.> 4.  
. z(s, 0 r(A) 6s.2,0 0)<I, pi  ix  .,..„ 1 M (5, t) i ivi,132,/a2> 

	

Ai Pi 	A241A1. 	3  " 
4 (2.41) 

gb c53(?)(A) CD (540)  (
/ 	

) 
-1,4A4  • A' 

	

MAI 	 (4)  2. 	Holomorphic in the forward tube li c V , where /i 7. 3 /nth.  4 = ,.R•, 4 
, ,C1-). 

and v is the set of all four vectors which satisfy --e.  >. c) , 1). > C) . 

Then it possesses a single-valued analytic continuation into an 

extended tube11, which transforms as in eqn 39, but where A is now 

the complex Lorentz transformation which corresponds to the element (A,B) 
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of _SL (2,00 Si- ( 2,c) 

The transformation behaviour of the helicity amplitude, given 

by eqn. (1.64) does not permit the direct application of the theorem. 

By embedding the 0(3) representation characterised by spin S in 

the 0(2)0 0(3) representation (S, Q) and then identifying this with 

one of the finite-dimensional representations of 0(3,1) we may define 

an M function12  by 

< 1)3  As  1)4  A4  i M 5j  t) I 1; Ai  1)4,  

= 	
(53°)L ) (540)( )<-1) 	1 

 T(5:0 riPi )1V(121:>42) 

	

A3P-3 	 A4P'4 	4.t. 	\ 

gb(64°)  (L 	(S20) (L ) 

which has the required transformation property under 0(3,1). Hence, 

if the analyticity requirements of 2°  are satisfied by the M function, 

then it has a single valued analytic continuation into the extended 

tube which transforms under the complex Lorentz group as in eqn. (2.39). 

Consequently, if we use the inverse of eqn. (2.40) to define the 

amplitude both in the forward and the extended tubes then this will be 

identical with the previous definition in the forward tube and will 

provide a single-valued analytic continuation to the extended tube 

which will transform under the complex Lorentz group as in eqn.(1.64), 

but where the Wigner rotations are now members of the complex three-

dimensional rotation group. If we now consider the complex boost 

	

-q A .... e 	, which takes us from the brick-wall frame, eqn.(2.6), to 

the crossed channel centre of mass frame, eqn. (2.11) then the 
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corresponding Wigner rotations are 

tA, L -1 	A L 
A 

L A L ft 	lit (2.43) 

BUt from the boosts corresponding to eqns (2.6) and (2.11) we may 

show that 

	

L
T. 	

= A C
Ifi 	; 	L_ .2. :_. A Li e+ il IT j31 

912 

LT,3 .,. A L.2 e- t '31. L, . A c (2.44) 

9,3 	1'4 	I/ 4 
iyrr,T , t 	C. Tr3 

:, W — L:) , L0 •.: 51 ; tilz = 	al L L -T. e, 	a' 5 Z 1 — Ts -vs 	 a- 911 

	

LITV3 „ i 	CAT 5 

	

iA/3 	
9 

= e 	1.... L = e 	31 5 • w = L' L = 54 (2.45) 

	

3 	el 1 /1,4 Tit 
13 lk 	

7 	4 
 

where' St, are the spin rearrangement rotations, 

and hence the relation between crossed channel 0(3) amplitude and 

direct channel 0(2,1) amplitude is 

1
3, Az, TD4 A4 I I :-S A„— .133. A3 > 

SgtC W ) 	
s±

( 
	

C1- 
	1171( I 	>di

S t 
6/)c

/
i/S 

3 (• 
A4 	h 11/4/4VM 23 

W2) 

2 	(IT) < 
Vz~

9 Ai, 1T ct, At -1
3
)4,

3 	
3

A
r) Ot/

;3 3
isx-

(- f 

	

A2-+53-)3k- 	T. 9/2,— ai 	41 1 TIA1)-7 	
(2.46) 

3 -A3> 

A striking difference exists between eqns. (2.46) and (2.36) in 

that the signs of the helicities of the exchanged .particles are 

opposite. However this difference exists between the crossing relations 
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between the 0(3) helicity amplitudes in the direct and crossed 

channels when derivedt group theoretically',.as by Barut
13

, and 

the relation obtained by explicit analytic continuation in Sa...4.t, 

as by Trueman and Wick6. This difference was remarked upon by 

Trueman and Wick in the discussion following their eqn.21, without, 

however, any reason being given for it. We believe it to be due 

to the fact that helicity is proportional to the sign of the 

energy; for if we define helicity, n , to be the component of 

angular momentum in the direction of motion of a particle, then 

= Cgcr. to). 1?11.  
and it consequently changes sign whenever the energy changes sign. 

When we continue from the physical region of the direct channel to 

the physical region of the crossed channel the energies of the 

crossed particles change sign and hence there is a change in sign 

of helicity. This change is automatically taken into account by 

Trueman and Wick analysis but must be explicitly fed into Barut's 

analysis. 

If the above argument is correct then both of our approaches 

are consistent. They may be most, compactly outlined by the 

following schematic drawing. 
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5§.3. THE PARTIAL WAVE DECOMPOSITIONS;  

1.- THE 0(3) PARTIAL WAVE DECOMPOSITION. 

The general procedure to be followed is to consider the direct 

product df two single particle states and to reduce this with 

respect to the unitary irreducible representations of the little 

group which is apprppriate to the character of the momentum of the 

composite state. If the states have been defined in terms of 

boosts which are formed from the generators of, the little group, 

then their action on the representations may be explicitly displayed. 

This enables an expansion of the scattering amplitude to be 

established in terns of reduced matrix elements, which, by the 

Wigner-E.ckart theorem14, are independent of the eigenvalues of the 

operators which distinguish the individual vectors of the 

representation, i.e., the running variables. Having made this 

expansion we may justify it a posteriori by appealing to the 

completeness relations of the representations, which holds for any 

function which is square integrable over the group manifold. 

We first illustrate the method for the well known case of 

0(3) and then consider the less familiar 0(2,1) and 0(3,1). In order 

to simplify the expansions it is convenient to formulate them in 

the centre of mass frame for 0(3) and the brick wall frames for 

0(2,1) and 0(3,1). The previous section provides the means of linking 

the frames. 
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The two particle state 11)3  A3 5 1)4 
 A
4  > , with momenta as in 

eqn. (2.1), is defined by 

7)3 A3  ; 1)4 A4 > 
+LEV -U.( 	 gcr+e)J -i-ot e 	31 e 6 °3  I ern o-s A 1+ 	31e 4 X31an Pe•SLA4d 3) 	 1 :5 a . 	 4.— 	_. (3.  ) 

= e 	1 0‘ •A A > .) 3 4 
where 

la'A A > (S 4 4  e 3 
J 

 "1 an 0 'SA >ei4144:41 m) 0.S 	> 3 4 — 	
y-ca 

	

as—, 3 2 	43.a.) 4 	4 
(3.2 

which satisfies 

—Fie I c ; x, X4  > 	; Xa  A4  > 
	

(3.3) 

J,2.  0( X3  A4> 	( 	A4) 1 003  X4  > 
	

(3.4) 

But since in the centre of mass frame 

fril3  iY? 	—
4 4  = — 

the momentum of the state defined by eqn. (3.2) is invariant under 

transformations which leave the vector (1,0) invariant, viz. the 

0(3) group generated by ja, J23  and 331. Consequently it may 

be expanded in terms of those unitary irreducible representations 

which form a complete set. 3' 4  

00 

I 	; Aa  A4  > = p 	) itrX 	; X3 X4 > 
	

(3.5) 

where the representations are characterised by 
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J I o(; 

and labelled by 

I oc; A  1,n;  X3  A4  > 	(3.6) 

.= 

J-2  ; tyn- f .> 	rn 	rrNA, X4.  .> 
3 
 A 
4 -- 

(3.7) 

it following from eqn. (3.4) that /= Aa- Altin eqn. (3.5). 

Under the general 0(3) rotation parameterised by the Euler angles Orpeyy) 

-43 -4:643-31 	svjil  
e, (0= e 	e 	 (3.8) 

cp, (1)...c.tert:;  0..4 (9...< 

r 1 ot;  A antiA A4> g)/(rpr 0 I)) (3.9) 
V  ((Pi 0j 111 c)( 	rnliAA>  n14 	3 	frn  1) 

for, from eqn. (3.5). 

* 
	

11 
J 	 id= 2gi.-7-Ti 64.11 	6,A7.2 
The inverse of eqn.8 follows from the completeness relation for 

0(3) representations 

8  fil.2tA 	!Yr); A3  A4  ) 1, * 	a 
-.-_- (Lae • (r,19,0 'Ty (1,, 0, (r) 	A,AtTp.  

toLizt. 	 (cos-  )  
and if we choose ernj ).° (2 

4 i) 

" A3 

(3.10) 

(3.10) 

10(6 • irm A)44  _ kr 	-a 	( p)9,  (r) (f),(9)(r) 141; 
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If we now consider the two-particle scattering amplitude in 

the centre of mass frame 

<1,3  , is4A4  I T I i X, 	Az> = <0‘; .\ A4  I e ej  3' I cX;  
it 

=_Z°  (2 I+ 02<or4 A3A4ITI 	A; A, Az> 	(0)  e, 	(3.12)  
1= 
witexe, 	- A4 	A, - an4 M = 	(i A wt..) 

frdA 	= 	( eT" 

	

cL4  . 	ct,i(e) 	for j real 	(3.14) 
./4" 

and from the Wisner -Eckart theorem14 we may. define, 

<)3A, T(s , 4)1 N, Ai) =7: Pi+ 0<ct; jA;  AgA4in 	AIXIX3.15) 

obtaining the 0(3) partial wave expansion 

	

<) AuTeA IT! ps )-10> 	2 `+t)< AA4t T(§')IAA2> 40)(3.16) 

Use of the completeness relation, eqn (3.10) yields the definition of 

the partial wave amplitude,<
3 
 X ir(S

to  OA 1  A > , for (j-M) a 4-  
positive integer 

\ 	
(3.17) 

< 	) A, k>=1__c d, (Las e) cl, 	e)<11)0)4.A4741)1Alitsitz> 

But 

and 

014 

(3.13) 
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When expressed in the centre of mass frame, the orthonormality condition, 

(3.18) 

227 	(93  ( ; (1°)  tA NIX g4(1)1 1113  14 W 0130)4. (110- 4°  ) 

A 	I 

where (e; f t;  e (r) = (cos e cos e) 	(cp (p l ) 

1Y r_ I  S 	tfil, oc, • 	-p -- rm, 4, a 

	

7 	- 	r 	(3.19) 
rM Cil. Oc 

and upon expanding in terms of 0(3) representations 
.1 	i ti i 

Es  (2i÷0 (21 	/ + 1)C0C. 4 an •A A. 10( 
f 
• j rm e Xi A2.  > 

om 	u / s 4 	 7' 
arr 	gb 1  t 	. .. 	i 	I 	r 

mnA3-AT: 	(f)  im A i-x,,T3 , 

5 	5 	3  I 	A , A 3 21t4 	I 0 132t. 110 1)40 
= 12,74 L 9 (p • 9 (p) 6 6. 45'0) .4- • - - , 1 I 

Comparison with th9 xfinverse completeness relation to eqn (3.10). 

, (2;+i) Z , (cp, e, 0 04,1/wi, ((pi, e, )) 
4,mlnyi 	MI OA 

:; 1- 45" (cto-r); (cos e - cos e') 	((i) - ti)') 
leads to the orthogonality condition 

C("a irlIni'Aik 	 ( 10("j1YrrAk>.= 111224. 6 6 	
(3.221 

(2a+ 	1.j mIrm' A,A3  
The above process forms the essential basis for the subsequent 

analysis using 0(2M-end 0(3,1). Two further small points are worthy 

of notice. We might have introduced a normalisation factor into the 

for two particle states, (1,61) ., becomes 

(4)0-) ,) A (1),) < -p, N3  ) 1-34  A4  I T i A 	> 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 
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definition of lot;) 4> eqn. (3.2). 	In this way we could 

have removed the kinematic factor which appears in eqn. (3.22). 

However it would affect the analyticity properties of the partial 

wave amplitudes and also the expression for elastic unitarity. 

As it is we shall obtain the standard two particle density of 

states factor, fam=1,00rexf4  , in the unitarity relation15  . 
Secondly, we observe that the choice of phase for the basic two-

particle state along the 3 axis , ladA>, agrees with Bialas 

and Svensson
7
, but disagrees with Jacob and Wicks; we have 

previously remarked on this in §.1. 

2. 	THE 0(2,1) DECOMPOSITION.  

The 0(2,1) decomposition begins with the product state 

4;1'4? where the momenta are defined by eqn. (2.6) 
-4,87 -tza 1-$2, 4, 	e. 62gsr-tyn o 	4® e 	.41 ryn; 0; S4iti 23)  ) 2 Z 

16 ;A3 X4 >  

-where 
i Z( • A3  A4  > e„ °3 I-rrn24  oSA>2 101 — ; e: 4'84j4)3 	rrnS  4, Q; >  4 4(i. 24) 

which satisfies 

i 	;X3  4.> 	ZS 	; X3  Nie.  > 	 (3.25) 

"; X3 4 > 
	

( As+ A4) I ; X3X4> 	(3.26) 



In the brick-wall frame in which the state is defined 
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and hence the state may be decomposed with respect to the irreducible 

unitary representations of the little group which leaves the vector 

(o,o,o,l) invariant, viz. the non-compact 0(2,1) rotation group 

generated by Jot 	et, 	12 oput 5. The unitary irreducible representa- 

tions

)  

of this group have been fully classified by Bargmann
16, together 

with their completeness relations, a summary of which is given in S.B.S.D.
3  

The Casimir operator is 	- 1/4101 - 13, and the individual basis 

vectors may be labelled by the eigen value of .V2  . 

. 
o3) I 	> 	+ I) I 	rm > (3.27) 

, 
I vm>= frn (3.28) 

The general 0(2,1) transformation may ba parameterised analogougly to 

the Euler angles by(yi p,401S91010 21T, C) K13 <00, with 

1.7  (cPy P')4)) = 12, e-4,J33., -i,(1)Jta  

	

e: 	(3.29) 

and under the general transfomation the states transform as 

( cps, /3)  (I)) I j, (1'n >I= I j  fni >1 	r, 	() 	(3.30) 
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Ak1  / 
I 

where it can,  be shown17  that au 
rtei 
 kw

, 
/3)  (')may be identified with a 

suitably defined analytic continuation of the 0(3) representation in 

j and cos&. 

The unitary irreducible representations may be classified as 

Principal series 	Rej = -1 1 m 1 = integer 

1mi = half integer 

Supplementary series 

1)111=0 111Y1 I = integer 

Positive discrete series 

j = 0,1,2,... 	m-j,= integer or zero 

_1 t 3 _ m-j = integer or zero 

Negative discrete series 

j = 0,1,2,... 	m+j+l = integer or zero 

_ _1 	3 
2,292t m+j+l = integer or zero 

Trivial representation 	j = -1; m = 0 

Strictly speaking we need the representations of a group which covers 

S0(2,1) twice, the double valued representations occuring when m is 

half-integral. This is analogous to the case of the S0(3) little 

group, where the required covering group is SU(2), however for SO(2,1) 

the required group is not SU(1,1), which covers S0(2,1) infinitely many 

times
18. A schematic representation of the representations is given 
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in Figs. 6 and 7. The completeness relation for the representations19  

of 0(2,1) is such that only the principal series and those members 

of the discrete series having j>0 contribute. Hence we may expand 
+Zoo 

I V; 	> 	tig") 2f; 	+ r cifols;j„,„,;  
3 , 	44.(.1.4 

e'l l 	 j= 0,14- 	 (3.31) 
"  

where vir(1)and GIACJ) are measure functions which will follow from 

the completeness relation, and (+) designates the positive or negative 

discrete series. It follows from eqn. (3.26) that m =)%3 +A4 
in the 

above equation. The completeness relation is, for representations 

belonging to the principal series, 

a -al . 	39) cl);1  ' (T, ie63  4))  

I 6 	'eta frq
. 

 -ito  6(4 
1.A, 	

i) 	 za c. (.24 + I) 	2  ir 	00  

di 	CE. Cp 	ct. (c k, p) 	d, (i) 

and for the discrete series 

01,4(.1 )1. 	
0 alJ 
 (1)(irt  p, 	-  8 feS.  , 6 6 (3.33) 

)°'d  VesP) T A 	TY—,  Ti"?. 	AV bi-' A/4 
 

while representations belonging to different classes are orthogona 

Hence we may choose 

a( ) 	(.2+1) 	COW 	“:001 (k).1.) (3.34) 

and invert eqn. (3.31), obtaining, 

(3.32) 

where 
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. *- 

1 	; 	nrn ; 3 4 	8 at 2. g:2)1, 	te) 	(ce, 	 (;3.5))%
4 
> 

I If 	• A 	— 

	

>) 	— 	4f 	,,,n14.)c*( 1 13, ti;) 	13f (?) 6;()3!3 1k > 
u 	3 (-1") 1742 4 - 

'pia. 

We may now consider/two particle scattering amplitude in the 

brick-wall frame as defined in eqn. (2.6), and expand it with respect 

to 0(2,1), 

9,A) .54A4. 1T1 Ao 9,4 A4> = < AzA4. I e:̀ 134'7- 1 	A, A3 > 

T. 	I
(Zi+ 1)2 	•jvtrn. AA 	jirn; Ax 3501,4(0) 

tam' Tr(4 	
z 
4 • 	

• 

E 14- I ( j+ Irk ti; 4 fril; XAITI ?S; 1171; X3±,f)CL,it /3) 
±), 	• 

M= milm (I At1 1).4,) 
where ir z A + A : A 7: X + • the +ve discrete series 

4 7 

contributes if iu, . A 	

'‘‘ , 

5 0 the negative if 1.4,) A ~ 0 , while 

there are no discrete contributions for lii. A '.5_. 0 . 
/ 

Since the reduced matrix element cannot depend on m, we may 

define 

3.37) 

< A 	4 	t )1 A, > = 	 \< ; /1,rn;A,X41TIZ; a all; A, A3 2. 	a / 	 tcvn iir(1--) 	0 	
3.38) 

 

with analogous definitions for the discrete series. This enables the,  

0(2,1) partial wave expansion to be written as 
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(12!t;  $4.)14  ir cti, 	13A3  

014  i2  + 	<aI  A4  irq, i At A3> Czki/:(
.2. 	 13) 

€Q41 	(3.39) 

i+ 	< A.2. A41 -r (4,0 t A, A3  ) 	tk  
gelcompleteness relations, eqn. (3.32) tnd (3.33), enable its 

inversion to yield the definition of the 0(2,1) partial wave amplitudes 

of the principal series 

),A11- 	)03> 
(d.P)<-- 02x244kril 41(1A13 - $A3 > 	(a's) 

v  
for Rej= 	while for the discrete series 	

P-  

< AA 1 *)  ir(( A , 4- 
t A,A,3;› 

oo  A 

The above expansion assumes that (qt-q3) is a space-like vector. 

For the case of general masses there is a part of the physical region 

of the s channel where it is lightlike and a part where it is time-like 

and in which the 0(2) 0 T(2) amd 0(3) expansions, respectively, must 

be employed. It also assumes that the amplitude is square-integrable 

over the group manifold. As this is now an infinite region()41 P‹ 00  

this restriction implies asymptotic bounds on the amplitude which are 

in general not satisfied. Therefore the set of representations must 

be enlarged by non-unitary representations which form the completion. 

We shall later identify these additional representations with Regge 

pole, or Regge cut contributions. 

cL 	al3)<- 1,2t4 	A417 i 7/, A, cp 3  3> A-(a ) 
I Ai, ,u, t > 	"A; >O 

(3.40) 

(3.41) 
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In the brick-wall frame, the orthonormalitylcondition for two 

particle states becomeS 

46(C,)64C10‹TtAi,(7p3Ail tiflAo—$4.A4.> 

= 	2V; (p 	,,S` (clp 	p') sA,A3  
16-6p1,3  1/312-'6-  

t) CO t'1 ?l, 
C•1 4011 	 tA, = a 	 rrn 	6 

Upon expanding in terms of 0(2,1) representations 

01 cL ' 1 (2'°+() 
‘<e;a1":AIA41 g; im; 3 AiA >/  2 . 	tan fr(a- rrni) 	tovn Tr(i- (rn) 

°a  (V) P) —(e) Sl  (cP)e) ""r) frna+k, 	trnAii-A3  
-1Z(24-1-0(2..f+i) k 61; j ird; A2 A4 I 	frn; 

	

Cyp' 	Cr' 

	

ImIA.,+A4  " 	(rn I A, 

(3.43) 

(p)..b-(cilp —ap)/tA36A2:1,4-Fc((6÷74(6-1,11) 

t4n comparison with the inverse completeness relation 

I 

E 	cLiC2i+0 	O'A  ((p 
3 
00l(c(); g l3Y)) 

2  l)•) A 	• • *elm Irq-fr) /u" 	frA  

+LT: (2a+)Vr((e,i3iv)0A  (T;P,(P) /4-t- 
fr.2 6(c —9 (clp,- 	s (1)—(p) 

(3.44) 

(3.42) 

where 
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leads.to the orthogonality condition 

ij; )12)141 ed; 	Mr) ; Ai  A 1  i(  

(3.45) 

fr1)1t4; 	6(4 - 6 c 6 ,6-(6,_.,0 at+ 	 (I 	an tw) 3 zA4 
"(YtnI1 X. 4 or. A 

	

Ck) 	- 1 4- Y 	4 SW 

1"1 till 	S 	6 6 rf:( (Zf -a) (21.f') fit wow A,A3 Aa Ak 
for the states of the principal and discrete series respectively, with 

cross products vanishing. 

	

3. 	THE 0(3,1) DECOMPOSITION.. 

Consider the two particle state $ - q2;12; 	) with the momenta 

in the brick-wall frame, defined by eqn. 2.6. Equality of the masses 

implies that p 2  44  =b.(t) , where (t) = 0 for t = O. Hence the 

momentum of the composite state is 'la and consequently, at t=o, the 

state may be expanded in terms of the irreducible unitary representations 

of 0(3,1). These have been classified by Naimark20. The Casimir 

operators are 

J- 
2 	.1** 	- 	.K 4 	 St 	= 	• - 4 tA.op Ap, 	- 

Their eigenvalues uniquely characterise the irreducible representations. 

Each irreducible representation is constructed from a direct sum of 

(3.46) 
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unitary representations of 0(3), each of which occurs only once. 

Hence the basis states may be labelled by the eigenvalues of J and 

ra' viz(l (:*I  JAY1>where 

j 
2 it"  

3- 	I j 	irri > = 	„2" Ct- )1 jc  C 	.m > frt,i 	0 	 a 

G 	J 	J lj c rrn>=. 21,k,Clac,C; frn > 
4 	1) ? 

el 40  C; jim>zz (j+ i)1 c C.; jrm> 

(3.48) 

Jig  I ic  C; ,m>= mi l 4, ; 111  > 
The unitary irreducible representations are given by the 

principal series with -Re C = 00 6./yri C > 0 	and go  

with. 	2 I ic I and rnn 	the supplementary series having 

tilnl C 0 , -I C Re. C:4:0, 4.1=0, and the trivial representation, 
• 

C = 	0 . 
The general Lorentz transformation, which contains six degrees of 

freedom, may be parameterised as a boost along the 3 axis sandwiched 

between two general rotations, viz 

IT (A) 	c  -i,p 12  e4 aj 	60J -I, e tia 	-LdJ Ile 	03 E 	3i Er_ 

where we have used the commutativity of J12 
with J

o3 

(3.49) 

to combine 

two of the rotations. Its action on the general state is given 

(3.50) 



where 
. 	 .1 
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At t=0, for equal masses, i.e./Tn..= rhn4  

where 

I - 	Al  p44 €(43j.°1  0 	> z 4 

0 • A A > 2, 	- I rm 0 S2  >2  >& 1 fma) - I 0 • 

=E10;jp.>( j SI 
AP* I 

I Sz  54.  I J < Sz+ S4  ; 	=  

S A 
4 4 

X 4  
54 

A2 4.  A4 

(3.51) 

We have used the fact that the spins of the individual particles 

have no momenta on which to couple, and so .may be combined into a total 

spin J, 

I II 	; /. > 	) 1 0 ; 	>; Ju. 10;3  > 	10g J > 

while 1c) I 0; 0cp... > 
ia• 

enabling its expansions as 

(3.52) 

S cLc 	tiv3(4, 
0 

/ 
(3.53) • JiA. • / J >  

21 
Only the principal series occurs in the completeness relation 	which 

is 

• g*  

di A 01°  CO ( A) 4 itz4  A 
c c 

• 2 	2. 	Ci (iu  - c 
-(3.54) 

6 	6 , • 4,,, Ay e pr, 



with 

and upon 4efining 

inverted to yield 
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5 

 /IT' ri 	".217' oo 	t 	21r 

cil ,) ct ( co5 0,1 ct. y S ci 5 A' 3S(1.(cces ejja. 1) 
0 	--1 	0 	0 	-/ 	0 
vtia(jo  ,c)= (:- c -9, equation (3.53) may be 

a
oc;  frn;  T.> 

The two-particle 

brick-wall frame 

ic c  - I
7T  E 
	ocr) IA) 0(A) I 0;  J/1-4,> 

111)JLt  
scattering amplitude having m2=m4, m1=m3  in  

at t=o may be expressed as 

(3.55) 

the 

< -(12\1  , $4.44  IT! Ili  A4  ,- /3  A3  > 

( 

=2 	52 54 j.  ) < TAA TO
3

01 t ::.? IA) (311 ' 53 ) 
J.0" A/ A4 /4' 	' 	A A, A3  (3.56) 

where upon defining_.(5)•=4;rn 	(s,-9 , withf3defined by eqn. 
t-->0 

(2.10), 

<Tp-InS) t=0)10)V> 
"Leo 

<0; TIA- i )2— 	Os 

f- i ,7: - 4 ., L Tel. a" 	, 
= cLc 	(it 2) <1 c ; Tit,-; 31 ' x  _e "  z 37' Ty„,e-; JjA 

E Sac, E(a.2.-cat<- ,,c;  if;  TI 
r 0 	 j. 

,•71  
• S(') cit(icu-T.) 

a-p-- 

, 

jt.e.;.:17';‘r) 

r.7 

(3.57) 
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But from the Wigner-Eckart theorem we may define 

< 3:11-(jo  
4. 	. 

C} I 	= (jc  - )<10c; Jip; J iTi j0C; Jlf  J1> 
(3.58) 

and hence 

Equation (3.54) enables the inversibn of the above the 0(3,1) partial 

< -3-14,1T(S,t=0)1JIA> 

0 	1°4)  (I 	ajot,' 

Ct C 	(-2)< jil-(10 01j I> 0),jk-it)4.4p::() 
	(3.59) 

wave amplitude being defined by 

- 	? 0 	 5, 5 
- 4 	E 

<-$2.A2.)14/141T1 1 A,,-11A1> 	Ai  

ci" I T(.jc,c) J5 

The validity of the above expansion, as in the case of the 0(2,1) 

01,x.2. 4).  c* 
A p 	J 

s2. 54) 
(3.60) 

expansion, requires the square integrability of the amplitude over the 

group manifold, essentially requiring that it tend to zero faster than 

-1 
S 	as .5 --100o. The general amplitude requires the enlargement of 

the class of representations of 0(3,1) to include non-unitary ones, as 

will be discussed later. 

The normalisation of the 0(3,1) states is obtained by taking the 

limit of eqn. (3.42) as 2c =(-04-13>o. From eqn. (3.43) 

ect. 	(ctr (1/ ) —> •L• 474  Z‘ 	 zc • —> qtr — gy 
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and hence the normalisation will depend upon how the limit is 

approached. If we repreient .  

41m .2. Tr m x  
rr 

Lyn 	Lin fifth 	r 
/SIM 2 'fir 411 (Y e) 

g -H› o 	2S>o m>m 	fr Os- zs9 
and if 4).ci  =a , and a al = X. , where 0( cold x are fixed, then 

8 Czi• 	Alin 2 Tr x. (0( — 
'n' ("0( I) X L-->0 

2 x 	fryt , oe 

the normalisation will be indeterminate up to an overall 

constant factor. Equation (3.42), in the limit t=0, yields 

&.Z 	occiE(ixeyiat ,• .". •• 	- • 	• —> „ s 	Stli 
3,) 11  s,re 

01:c . 	( A)
,  4(A) 

st9,7•A 

where .A = 	(e, o, o; 	0,o) 

and upon comparing this with the inverse completeness relation of 

the group 

C 

trr4  
C, 	 .(A) (A 

la 	 4 14 1''4  1"4 on mb 
.62) 

gA-6)(11),_.‘  se  I (3.61) 
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we obtain 

< 	
I 
C

I
. 51 11 ' 
	

10C; Sfri; T>  

16 fr-x  	 . 6 ., 6(C-06 8 6 s +0 (2V+ l) 	14. 	5e WI' IV 
The indeterminacy represented by x is due to the extra degree 

of freedom which occurs at t=o whenever the masses are all equal. 

Unless the limit is properly defined the factor may be infinite. 

We have been content to show that it need not be infinite,however 

we have not been able to remove it. 

This completes the basic partial wave decompositions of the 

scattering amplitude for s;>(m
1  +m2 )

2 
't4o and for t=0 equal mass 

scattering. 

(3.63) 
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§.4 THE ANALYTIC PROPERTIES OFTHE LITTLE GROUP REPRESENTATIONS. 

1. THE LITTLE d FUNCTIONS OF 0(3) AND 0(2,1)  

The general partial wave expansion is defined as an integral 

over those members of the principal and discrete series which occur 

in the completeness relation for functions which are square integrable 

over the group manifold. Correspondingly the partial wave amplitudes 

are defined only for those values of the representation parameters and 

consequently there is an ambiguity in defining an analytic continuation 

off those values, which must be removed if the set, of representations 

is to be enlarged. 	This may be regarded as the essential content 

of the definition of the signature of the reduced amplitudes, as it 

defines a unique analytic continuation. 

It provides the motivation for a thorough examination of the 

analyticity and convergence properties of the little group representations 

in both the group and representation parameters. For 0(3) and 0(2,1) 

this analysis has been almost completely performed by Andrews and 

Gunson
17, while for 0(3,1) a substantial part is due to Toiler 

By expressing the generators of the group as differential operators 

acting on the group manifold itself and then constructing the Casimir 

operators from these, it is possible to form differential equations for 

the representations3 and in particular for the little d functions. 

For 0(3) and 0(2,1) the same equation is obtained 

t 	I.  
AZ c~2 	 g 	- GL 	 14-2- 2p-0 +Ah ot) = 0 (4-. 

ork 	- 
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with Z = cos9 for 0(3) andiF=A4rW. The solutions which are 

regular in the vicinity of Z = 1 and satisfy 

GL1( 

c) 1-14-1-1)ad--A4-12-  (1±.,.)i.(ft+iii 
÷i) rici-ft-ei 	2. 

 	F(-g 	; -A ti 
1-144-A.11) 

are 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

frp,?..fAi>0 
This defines the representations of 0(3) and also 0(2,1) for both 

principal and discrete series. The solutions for other ranges ofr 

and x are defined by the symmetries 

(14.-M 
10‘,(Z) 	(-1)  cLt) 	0(..(Z) 

(4.4) 

It enables the identification of 0(2,1) representations with the 

analytic continuation in cost!) and j of the 0(3) representations. 

The solutions of the second kind, which are singular at Z=1, are 

2 ryjr/.4-i-i)r-v-1444)171-A-ii) 	_I- (V) 
)1/2  

(4.5) 

*•<A-P-) 	"4-1-1  L:7 

	

. 	 :0- - 	
/

1 1 	I (114/1. 	A I; 2/4-2; 2(1-.z 

	

k 2  / 	2 i 

with the same symmetries as eqn.4. 

	

ILA 	 -1A-A 	-A-f t 
	 (4.6) 



They may be expressed in terms of solutions of the first kind 

by 
. 	

, 

t (.-) — 	 IT  	g 	CUZ) — Cl.( ) 
d 1 I 	 .1:Zeirtipl j 

Now c 
dil. 

i  
i  

ii-(Z is the product of 
11- A 	

[  reilta411 rq:-.11-ii  1 2- times an entire 
r(/lt-A1-1)ai-fatd J 

function of j. If the principal sheet is defined to be positive 

when j is large and positive, then 

CA( 	 I ) 	( ) 

/4A 
	

(4.8) 

Its behaviour for (j p.)an integer is significant. For JIVI,i4 , 

it a finite polynomial; for i<iill/ lAt 	and /LA >0 it is finite; 

for 	and te.t <0 it is zero; while for i> 	, ist At  

or vice-versa, it has a square root zero. As a function of Z the 

hypergeometric function of eqn. 3 is cut from -1 to -00. The cuts 

of the (1 + Z) factors which occur for half-integral values of 

elri-i) are chosen to lie from 1 to 00 and -1 to -00, as shown in 

Fig.8. The analyticity properties of 	follow from eqn.7 and are 

exhibited in Fig.9. 

From eqn. (4.8) it follows that 

,cl — a ( 	Tricot 17?"-tii ot(z) 	 (4.9) 
1- st 	1.4A 

while from its definition by eqn 5, 

A 	( 0  (4.10) 

68. 

(4.7) 
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It may have pole singularities for (j-') an integer; for from eqn. 5, 

for .414,14 , it is finite;for Pi' 410,11/ and I-Let JO it has a pole 
• 

of residue I433  (Z) ; f or g' < lei, / A ( 	and ',LA< 0 2 	 it has a pole 

of residue 	i (-I P")  d16- 	; while for 44:44/ 	9 j'... A 	, 
'11A- 

or vice-versa, it has a square-root pole. Since it has no poles 

for 	max (ipid  ill it is a consequence of eqn. 7 that 

• (a-e-) 

	

Gta() 	—I) 	&-(-) 
P-1 	• 

• = 
(4.11) 

(z2 ) 
By applying (2.3.2.16) of H.T.F. to eqn. (4.5) we find that 

-47  (4.12) 

CO 1a1 —> oo 

where 
	fi Int- Raz> 1 	4 = 

	for 	I 

while from its expression as a hypergeometric function 

—>(-1) 	rtjt+drzi-1 iryittcHirThAfoi 
/ 

/Ai 	2 	 r(2.442. ) 
(4.13) 4c1.,,- A ) 	4-1 

• (2 ) 	e)cs 0.8 ,44„g4,0 

The asymptotic behaviour of 01.J ZI follows from eqn. (4.9). The 
/A  

behaviour of some significant combinations is exhibited in tables 1 to 

3. A further property, which is essential for our purposes, is the 

integral relation which connects the representations of the first and 
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second kinds. It may be obtained by applying Cauchy's integral 

• 1A+1) 
theorem to the function g.(21(0-1) 	(3E-1,42 

e
1 	, which is an 

analytic function of Z in the plane cut from 1 to - Co. The 

discontinuity across the cut is 

	

I 	i(t--ki 	 ... 	11 	44.,+  D,..sc.i.e.(Aicz—i) 	(0,1)4.y 4-11 
= —‘:17.  a (0 1(.Z -i j

0,- .0 
(Ow) 

 .i, 

	

I" 	 pt 	 —11011 

. 	1 	 Ai 	4.-4,441  — 2c 9,,,:eire-1-1..,..) z(--0) (:—!J 	(04-11 	(4.14) v ,  

2. THE 0(2,1) INTEGRAL RELATION... 

If Z is any point not on the real axis <1 , we may apply 

Cauchy's integral to a contour C which includes Z but does not cross 

the cut. If we now distort the contour to surround the cut, then since 

A61 = 0( 

ILA 
itt e 	• 

1 

	 r 	, :.91  I „ i4A-Al 	0-th z foil)  Iola,  Z to") (--1) 	(0'.-i1 
z' - 	/AA 

  

f
< k da  ' iti 

 

 

  

.---> 0 	 —> co -ror—Ra > — I tina-pz. M = Afttuse. 111. 

and hence we may discard the contribution from the infinite circle, 

obtaining the dispersion relation, 

f.044) 
(o+i) 2 	11-1 

co -1 	 (4.15) 

otz' fi.(o'Kzi-I)I:(e-A644)44 )  
I 

ir 	 7 

> 

as _101—> 	, 
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Notice that for =A= 0 and j + ve integer, this becomes identical 

with the integral relation between the Legendre polynomials of the first 

and second kinds. This completes the survey of those properties of the 

0(3) and 0(2,1) representations which we shall need. 

3. THE LITTLE d FUNCTIONS-OF:0(4).AD 0(3,1).  

By using the same techniques as for eqn."(4.1)
3 
  it is possible to 

di•JC.  [ 0C- 	4..  z  coo,. 5  ct, _ att. c:2_.... 1- 1m2 ) — 3-431-1 1 — 2 671,9  - -i- A 	(A rty j . ( •2 I cc 	2-- 	 eit5 	 s 6.2 	 Tr -f 

obtain a pair of coupled differential equations for the 0(3,1) little 
doc 

d function, GCS). 
ahro" 

(4.16) 
4.„nye-ipvt-i) 

J-1  V ',I-5 	 3-..-1  
	 1 pc / 

-1-j (T—e")(3--f-nn-f-t)(.rleftkr!i-mi-i-l) GI( ) 
anttti 0-'  

÷ 	salmi 

	
c 	

••••••••• 

Torn 

and 
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	  joc 
' 	 i) C-() 

,2 Ski 	 Thn-t a-1  

ml,Kri-ro-L-e-r)(fe- 	 ) 
%now  .ri 

  

(4.17) 

For the particular case of jo  = J = m = 0 they reduce to 

5 2- 

oc 
g wave...L-5  - .47:16()Cote.5  (c 7:-  1) -1-  U.  f,r-/Lijd, (

-8 
 ) = ° ( 4 . 18 ) 

00O 

which enables its identification in terms of Gegenbauer polynomials 

t Tit-/ 
Ateci  (sh 5 ) C 	;-) (4.19) 

The generators of the 0(4) group may be obtained from those of 0(3,1) 

by the Weyl trick of setting J 	J., while the group parameter 
of 	03 

of the z axis boost 	> ie. Upon making this transformation eqns. 

(4.16) and (4.17) remain invariant. Therefore the corresponding little 

d functions of the 0(3,1) and 0(4) groups satisfy the same differential 

equation. In addition they satisfy the boundary condition that they 

should be regular in the vicinity of the identity with, 

(4.20) 

For the particular case of m = J, the differential equation becomes 

20-#/164-5 	-i-iazr#1) ,r16r4-id 04?-1 
ot52. 	.615 

(4.21) 
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—zI 
and by making the substitution X= 4t we may convert it into 

hypergeometric form. 	=co is a regular singular point, there 

being only one solution which is regular in its vicinity. Hence 

Ic 
we may infer that the 0(3,1) and 0(4) representations Gt. C5i 

3-4;r1 
are identical, up to a factor which is independent of el- which 

is unity for J=J'. But the general representation is obtained 

from GIL (51 
X.AP 

(4.5(4- 14- "4  5) -- jc. 	; consequently we may identify the 

general representations of 0(3,1) and 0(4), up to the factor 

mentioned above. 

Instead of formulating a series solution of the differential 

equation it is much more convenient to work with the integral 

representation derived by Toller21 

_4AT:142d-44f/1-  des .e 	;Jos:5 	ctee) o.(0'1 
rJ 	

0 
with 

tcm, 03  =_— .2x(5) toipsg 

(4.22) 

From the index symmetries of the 0(3) representations occuring in 

eqn. (4.22) we obtain 

I°C 	—44. 
"LW= Ct(5_,) = SC (5) 

trint..1" 	44T1 
(4.23) 

by repeated application of the lowering operator 
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while by using the invariance of the integral under 6/17.,̀..06°  and 
-1 

y/ 	
, we may establish the reflection symmetries. 

%. 

• doG 

	

.-4 	(arlril 4;4  

al1,11.1 	Tim,. - 	 .7-#4,r (4.24) 

from the weak equivalence of the representations (jo,c) and (-4,-c) it 

follows that 

	-AT 
C.1 

art4.1  

aac 
 	ct,( 5) 
r(r-c4-1) Rcr i+CI" 1) 	An'4-1  

(4.25) 

If we make use.of the local isomorphism of 0(4) to 0(3)e 0(3)23, 

the 0(4) function, (c-jo) a +ve integer, jo  integral or half integral, 

becomes 

674.c..441apcil,  
rz,n-ctorle-c-H) 

±(c-id-11 tr i ) . z 
ih.-""' 	/In/ 

(4.26) 

Notice that this satisfies the boundary condition of eqn (c-j0) 

integral, together with the symmetry of eqn. (4.25), while for the 

restricted case previously considered 

.7-44 vc 
f•L 1-2 j. 1z(51117-  C (ci  

Tao 	 r (4"-i-C1-1) 
(4.27) 
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Equation (4.26) may be continued in J and J' away from the values 

which correspond to unitary representations of 0(4), viz. 

C >5: J-/  ; Ithi I*/ U, J" / 
	. 

Since jr:,37-4 241)  pm' , the hypergeometric series occurring 
T d

V4  ot in the definitions of 	ct(o) end. 	Or/ Or/ 	are finite. This enables us, 
p 	iA' 	 -1 

by expressing the integrand of eqn (4.16) in terms of Pr.r.c.*5)0*:0317 

and making use of the Binomial theorem, to express eqn (4.16) as a finite 

sum of terms each of which may be individually integrated, yielding, 

Ju4 	(Pc, 
 

0"--ili -op -`• 
aq) 	== A. () 4-  (-1) 	At ( 5 i 
TOW" 	Tnn 171 	0111, 'T.  

(4.28) 

with 
-0t4e-f r, 

	

go' 	 aT-Am +In 
( 	= 	A ( z s i.k) • 2, (-0 	Rtrio- -A,.-ce-bei÷f) 

	

45,a4 	it." Ju 	01,0,1 
'toy 

(i-mt+044e44)-614.4artan.....11-4170464-fm+ipoetinTri.-- d i+ 1) 

IT iivin—dto- 	44- Aw 41)114 liat- 9144 a! 4 7:fdr:- eft-417.0-0ar040,1wlIN ) ( 4 0 2 9 ) 
-1 	f 

a".3- 14-44] (j 	) Aulb 	 - 24)..] 

in which 

ifem` 
= (2.74-011,7-4-tkoar-i-Hillrion-H)C6r-mi 	

(4.30) 

1 d_ 
and the summation is over those values of_ / !4  04  co"ci. (w for which -/ 

the P functions in the denomenator are non-singular. We may identify 
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0 

:=[(.1,7-41)(2.7-roj (2sti) o ff . x 6(691 °( ,(e gi 
tiolln  

(4.31) 

42464  1?•_(c-+r) >o 
00 

c-, 	J. 

=1(avell(2.74-4 (23115 ) fala w- 	( 49) doe, ,  

axii(-51 

(4.32) 

(c-T") < o 

with 

_ Cid = c15 - 04511  ; ca 30' = 	c,g(s45 
(4.33) 

Ste, e 
	 -

(4,  5 -x)(%— AtAe-vo 	
/

i ($43) ; 	
„ 
-44.45- 11(X1-.64(-5/),1 (s4)1  

The index symmetries 

= 	A (5 ) 
	

( ) 
	

(4.34) 
an.71 
	I-1'0)J" 

follow at once, while the symmetry of the 0(3) functions under 19—)h=8 

leads to 

(4.35) 
mitle 	 rm 

and the weak equivalence of the representations to 

 

(rii-c-i-t)(10?-c-e-1,  )2_ ) 
r(T-c÷iir6 -4-C-1-0 OM). 11  

(4.36) 
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Since the summation variable r which occurs in eqn. (4.22) is always 

an integer, 

	

4.‘ 	 floc arto = 	41 L 

	

nmar4 	 Tint .7' 

Combining this with eqn. 4.28 leads to 

	

Jee- 	r flis 	. 	er" (ort -- alciLtm, 	a.((5/ 	2:. 84.-17(Ce 
.

eti 
	LC ) 

	

Vihkri 	 TAT/ 

(4,37) 

(4.38) 

= Ofrien") 
Jim :71  

is a meromorphic function of 	14(5) 

cut from y=o to y = -CO with poles of order srt74/ at rill . For 

physical applications we are interested in it as a function of 0= c,,k 

viz 

= 	1-;3-1--- 

 

(4.40) 

  

where we choose the square root cut to be between + 1. For A 5E1y f 	the 

square root is defined by 

( f 	;i42-A 
and for ri2E14( f 

( 	= 	g-0-4') 

where we choose ±CiTi  as j f01, 	0 	Upon defining 

togetherp  

Otj''C  (CIF' 
WhiTi 

with 

) .641Z7r0+44-ffn-i-7-4-2-1 idcit5 
(4,39) 

in the plane 

• 
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cg. = 	 sit, 

then the phases are as shown in Fig.10. If we now consider the effect 

of this phase choice upon. 

_ (0) = , which is 

cut from 	ono to 0 = 	, 

then 

FIG.10. 

for _IZI > I 

(4.41) 

while for f.I < I 

z 	) 1/2] 

 

(4.42) 

4,3 titra,Z o 

It follows that the phase choices are as shown in Fig.l1. 

;.(Tr-45) 

-LW-0) 

FIG. 11. 
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Between —oo and 	the cut is due to the logarithmic 

discontinuity, yielding 

,Q (0-  (0- ) = 	(C 10  an-e1).] 	E) 
i  T 	 Wine 

(4.43) 

In the range 	the discontinuity is due to the square root; 

upon crossing this cut , and hence 

°C  L (Z-ZE) = n(0 

Xt74.71 	Tan, 
(4.44) 

from which it follows that 

14.4. 	 ( 4"1 a (z-- 	.-_-_(_/) 	(z) 	 (4.45) 
Tom' rase 	 < 5 I 

From the phase choice, 	implies 3' —> 	(1. 	as ./Aft• 	e'• 

and hence 

1  • dt,' 
(-z) (c4-4 	j (Z) 	(4.46) 

JramTi 	 an T' etArnt< o 
Upon using this in conjunction with eqn. 4,28 we obtain 

.ti-61n-t 
+ )2 

 

(4.47) 

 

Si.:07/(c -1.) 

I: (c-o-ktral- 
X [ 	0t (z) 	r2j/ j ji--z) c- 

,70),  

 

_t ad JAI% "Z. 	° 
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)2 (0) 	K, . 	c Liz (ot 11 11 

while as /Z./ --> 00 

Jo` (zi —> (2,T+1)(20-44 ) 	  
an,r1 	 ra--hmtd ror-i+i)r6rstrrntor(T!..fi.t,) 

(4.48) 

(4.49) 

(22) 
G-1011N-11 r".4) 1-1(et4-1-ti) r(-c -I.) 	I 4- 0(1).1 

rtinnytitnc-eprore-c-H) 

C 	 d6 
The behaviour of 	(0) follows at once from eqn. (4.21). 

Tme 

4. 	The 0(3,1) Integral Relation.  

The integral relation connecting the representations of the 

first and second kinds which is analagous to eqn.15 is obtained by .  

2 	Pg 111'1 	fitic  
applying Cauchy's integral theorem to the function(Z7-1) 	(0/ 	(5E) 

3;1141  Jimr4  
where 

z) 	a (-V 0-f-) 	-z ) ep+.41 0 o wr( 7r)  

TaNr1 	 Arm 

The reason for this factors appearance becomes clear whenever a fixed 

t dispersion relation for the helicity amplitude is substituted into 

eqn. (3.60) in order to compute the 0(3,1) partial wave amplitude; 

is simply the kinematical singularity factor of the amplitude. We shall 

choose the cuts of w  (5E1 	to be from 

aloe 
= 00 Us 	/ 

Hence.  

> on. 

(4.50) 



r1/4 	 (a-4m TztA - r 
cP () (1) 	=(— l) (4.54) 
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41-A) 'IA1  
= (-1) 	(zi-z e) 

TfniT i  

= (-1)2P 	(z-tZ) 
ame 

— I < z < (4.52) 

Use will also be made of the reflection properties 

0,z,01)4.(e-A, ;c1A-A 
(-1) 	(p() 

Vni,71  IZI < I 
(4.53) 

Vni74 	 Tinkra 

together with the index symmetry. 

Consider 

tiA (.7-4.111-9,-- )41 (z)  = (-1) 
J•-rme 

(4,55) 

(4,56) 

• 
16 xi"  ic  

r- ( ) 	(e-I) W(011(0) 
Tttieet 	 Tire,,'xivie 

where the square root has the cut 	The complete function 

is cut from-Ooto I and we may compute the discontinuity to be 

4•1111M •••••• 
E , 2 /12 lc  

s) °f1 (Z4t.-e) a (i-*c) 
nn 	*he Tim,' 

(4.57) 
- I < Z < 

and 

rcis.` I] 
7/.1.71 

PC  
ketTai(C-4514V(c—i.) r—  

< 
(4.58) 
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By applying Cauchy's integral theorem to this, exactly as in the case 

of the 0(2,1) functions, we obtain 

/LI 	fc 

am 

	

lam a  Tone 	griN 	z— .:c 
—1 

irA is. 
(xj) 01,(21) 

Tim' jirete 

-1 
z 6 

cr•L 	Lcrtcljo d Staitc—dal 	 )  
.-00 

subject to the condition "Reci-tet—mii >it  . The convergence of eqn. 

(4.59) needs careful consideration. Since 4?..(0) 	has poles of order 
VW' 

( 	) 	at 7.e*f the integrals appear to diverge for Zri.e.:1.0 
however we may show that the effect of 	

P 	, which has zeroes at 
abe 

IT cc*, 	, just cancels these poles, so that the integrals are convergent. 

Our proof requires the expansion of an 0(3,1) representation in terms of 

0(2,1) representations; accordingly we postpone it until after this has 

been established. Notice that we may interchange Jr" and a" on 10 

without affecting the above results. 

or 8  
By making the transformation 	 > Az Z eqn. (4.59) becomes.  

(Z2L-1)6.41/(Z 44(;1 	f 	s  dam` (z .  t ) 	ot ( Z s  
es 

Jim 47' TrnhT1 	271 	0_ g_ z e Taphr s  7h1/471  

—1 

00 
;Ir .r s 	 A z  

SLirtc-046121 (z 	) 

(4.60) 

A 	ic 
etrz'/ 	"(0.1 .42 = 

zi+z+ic 
+1 

qhmir 1  

while the transformation 0.—? la 	, yields 
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E{ „. , 4.„7.,:,,e,..,,:-. rx LC 

‘ripia" 

&; I 	

I/ A  . — (Z./ 61(z'i — 1 11- 	.1-41(c-d4 1 ti ' ( 1  I) - 	 __JLjetz`(01-1 )6  
27rZ 	04* z-Z e 

These two forms of the relation will 

TrrdT 77.nal fr 	 - 
I 

both be employed in the 

continuation of the 0(3,1) expansion to an 0(4) expansion and the 

concurrent definition of 0(3,1) signature eigen amplitudes. 

The asymptotic behaviour of certain of the significant combinations 

of the representations is given in Tables 4 to 6. while a list of the • 

commonly used representitions is given in Table 7. 
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• 

§.5 THE DECOMPOSITION OF AN 0(3,1) REPRESENTATION INTO 0(2,1) 
REPRESENTATIONS. 

1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM.  

For equal mass scattering at t=0 the amplitude admits of both 

0(3,1) and 0(2,1) expansions. In principle we may pass from one set 

of partial waves to the other simply by applying the appropriate 

integral projection operator, but in practice the technical difficulty 

of computing the resulting integral is such as to make this direct 

approach inapplicable. For the sake of definiteness recall that at 

t=o the spinless amplitude of elastic scattering has the two 

equivalent expansions 

••••••• 
••••••••ii 

2
d- + 00 

1 di  (gifq,   7716 "P(060 
V 	1 

-Zoo 
cop De- 
S dc 

GOO 

(5.1) 

-(5.2) 

—c:oo 

where in principle one set of partial waves may be expressed in 

terms of the other by 

ors 	coo 

z  164 sh Tra,5) fdc c-4) -17 I d(5) 
0, 

boo 
—zoo 

Or 	co 	* 

Trc ="7:  Ztz;fet 

bG 

Cec,(04) fdif 	7cf) RCA:0 

a   

di 	I 0 	 _( • 0o  

(5.3) 

5.4) 
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is that as we 

are not the same, such 

shall present 

d.l  ) 
/LI 

an expansion being of interest in any unequal 

it, 

dpi 
it will be 

, viz. where the arguments 

generalisable to the 
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Physically eqn. (5.4) is the significant one, as it expresses 

the content of a Toiler amplitude in terms of Regge amplitudes. 
cc°  ' 	,J 

However in general 	dic51 d40:45 ) 	is an 
0 	4100'" 

infinite sum of Meyer G functions, so that an indirect approach is 

called for. 

Stated group theoretically the problem is to decompose an 

irreducible unitary representation of 0(3,1), which has been formed 

as a direct sum of irreducible unitary representations of its 0(3) 

subgroup,• into a direct sum of unitary irreducible representations 

of one of its 0(2,1) subgroups. This problem was originally solved 

by Sciarrino and Toiler
24  and more recently by Strom25 and Mukunda

26
, 

and we shall be essentially only rederiving their results. However 

this we shall do by decomposing representations of the compact 0(4) 

with respect to one of its 0(3) subgroups followed by a Sommerfeld-

Watson transformation so as to enable analytic continuations to the 

0(3,1) and 0(2,1) representations, hence obtaining the required 

0(3,1) to 0(2,1) decompsoition. This we shall identify with 

Sciarrino and Toiler's result. One advantage of this method, apart 

from its use of comparatively unsophisticated mathematical techniques, 

mass 0(3,1) expansion. 
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2. THE 0(3)-30(2) DECOMPOSITION.. 

We begin from the group property for 0(3), which for unitary 

irreducible representation, is 

4
1 
® LP) 

(5.5) 

where 

Ctrs (?) 	ca 0 cc-s&' - S174, 9 K.. cvs ( 

L(f -  49 ) r  
01 

f  
aTS0 cos (vo -re SC., 6 1 	co-Se r 	6e-t- 0.5';‘,c9 

aT 	0 s -  eces6e4.c618 ‘4... res:;.61 	 ÷ 0  (5.6) 

If we shoose 	= = = 0 , then for ti) 	 for/ ) = 0 , by utilising the 

reality of the left hand side, we may easily show that eqn. (5.5) 

reduces to the well-known decomposition formula for Legendre 

polynomials. 

Bosse) :.-_- Bcisse)Rcersei •,r2 	1''(i-irst-f-iiP7asoilsours  nuce i 

	

= 	nit-#.14-0 	I 	(3. 7 

However, if instead we choose Cr 	= scii= o and 6) 	19` = 41r 
2 

then 	= 	and 	= Cet 	, equation (5.5) becoming 

- 40 
(6) •=*-- 	 ( .e ciEf z (5.8) 
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This expresses the fact that a rotation about the y axis may 

be expressed in terms of one about the z axis if the y axis is 

first rotated onto the z axis and then returned to its original 

position by successive rotations through +5 about the y and z 

axes. More profoundly it expresses the decomposition of an 

0(3) representation in terms of representations of its diagonal 

0(2) subgroup. Clearly it is this relation which must be 

generalised to the case of 0(4)....="0(3). 

3. THE 0(4) ALGEBRA. 

The generators of 0(4) may be obtained from those of 0(3,1) 

by applying the Weyl trick to the boost generators, K. 	Z.4' 

The commutation relations of the
, 

 J-  are then 

LI 	:1== j4 
pr 

r. 

Upon defining 

(L„ 

j- -S I +8 jr- .P0.- to- 4? 	•76-' I? 	tiG"' 

(.1.( 	)zr  z  23  vi 	3t 09•• 9'.
O

2- " 
7 

/  

2 23 01 Z SI 02- 	12 o9 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

the 0(3) 
	

0(3) al&bra 

EL, L. --r: 
(5.11) 

[ 	 = 

is obtained. Accordingly the irreducible unitary representations of 



where g- L 

define the basis 14,,c;intv> by 

- 	c; jam) I ; v 	) 

94. 
of 0(4) may be spanned by 

Ifis;f1 Is> 	I i,;) 4D 	I/3> 	
(5.12) 

where ifik> and (13,3) are basis vectors for irreducible unitary 

representations of the respective 0(3)'s. Alternatively we may 

and verify that 

A41-014.4:: > 
1 	iftv> 2. 	 mrt,  I .a.c; 	> 

where 

(5.13) 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 

while le  and a 
2. 2  

are related toj"K and --Kanalogously to the 0(3,1) 

eigenvalues. 

4. 	THE 0(4)-40(3) DECOMPOSITION. 

In order to decompose an 0(4) representation into 0(3) functions 

we must express a rotation in the (0,3) plane in terms of a rotation 

in the (3,1) plane, as it is these transformations which have the 

appropriate representations. Using eqns. (5.5) and (5.11) we may 

show that 
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(..) .7" 	• 8 	co  Da 	gi 	'OS .12 •=111.= 
(5.17) 

where 	 (5.18) 

Ca-Sc(. =--  Cod Got  CarOst. 	SN. 62i  St.*, 6,32.  Cdtrie 

cei 	= s,;.esz- 02.  
04. 

Ce = st,r.t9 471  
SNIN. 

If we now enclose the identity between complete sets of 0(4) states, 

then 

(62,) °UM 00.3) 
31A4 111  

, lir pc II 
= 	 0-(ce) d(oe) d(%) (5.19) 

1W 	el"' 'Pm T' anes  

with 
• • C- I (Mad 	XI  4 kr tc, ; -.. 1 > p 4. 

Upon setting 	= = o 	p.= = 	= iv  = 0 

ac 	 oc 	 oc 
4ccAV P(C4t6)) ( J12.) sela 	 ) 	(5,20) 

=0 "4 	 100 	 000 

which leads to the addition theorem for Gegenbauer polynomials, this 

being analogous to eqn. (5.7). The required generalisation is 

obtained by setting IA) = 	, yielding 

r 	a04. 	 f 	1.4 
6t4 t) 014) ()LOA off-c--~) d. (it 

Tr -4 	60.01 f ilo On' 	4ilt i  101157-' or? 
(5.21) 

IWO S 

where we may extend the summation to 1 1 4 < 00 00 - - , since 
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4.3` S ( ) = 0 for jC . We shall now convert this summation 

4111 
into a contour integral about the real axis of the j plane and 

then perform a Sommerfeld-Watson transformation on it to replace 

the integral by one along 142,1 	. The resulting expression 

will then be continuable in C to -RiLe=" 0 	and cos e to cos 6 > I 

this will enable us to make the idenfitication with the 0(3,1) to 0(2,1) 

decomposition. 

5. 	DEFINITION OF nig OVERLAP FUNCTION.  

The analyticity properties of u...ctj 	with respect to a 
Jim 

are crucial to this mptoti 	programme. This function may be 

obtained by setting 	2..) 	in eqn. (4.22). By so doing, and 

by symmetrically dividing the range of integration into two parts 

we may express 

. -4C-10 P.4 	1.0.4-1-e-49rjere  

O (';'t = 4.-' fr) =( r 1 A 	9-  If cfri, 3.) IL 	If 4, -,T) 
Aftb 	 My Tnrn 

(5.22) 

± 	el> or t 0 

	

where 	 00 
6C. 00-1M ) 	f 	(C-li 

IT   IA-J ) = 	I) 	(23-ny-  ot(45)(e,i5) Otrearei CC* ) 
(5

.
23) 

	

Avt, 	 imt 	/kw ea, 

with 

case 	r 
These functions are related to the K functions defined by Sciarrino,  

and Toller24 by 
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.„ (.4_ it, crur, ro-pro+tvi)7 (_,) 	Etc  
(5.24) 

wheregr= 0 for zr integer andlr=i forX half integer; their 

properties are highly relevant to the 0(3,1) to 0(2,1) decomposition 

and we shall consequently derive those which will be required. 

'Their defining integral converges for Itte..-1 

while it possesses the symmetries 

6r-nn) 
C— I) 	( 4 ,4-, 3-) 

 

(5.25) 

= 

1<1 1,tx ,,zr) 

K(7) 	(-1)4̀  "° K (j,e ,  t. 	 Am, 

(5.26) 

(5.27) 

(5.28) 

3- 
ct(ceo) 
(Pm 

we may express K as a finite sum of Meyer G functions 

By expanding and using (20.5.4) of T.I.T. Part II27  
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4 	ir6+0,44,17.0 — rivrkig-rio — dv 
Jim rw-c.4-1) 

2 	( —,)19 y 	—0 i , 	(041-4 - 
-T 	°Tr 	• 	1  	• 

—t 23 ( 19-1* 	ci+1 
113-c (PA 	1 

where we have assumedfire)4., 

and E signifies 

  

  

   

summation over all values for which the r functions of the 

denomenator are not infinite. The expansion is valid for 

-RA.c 	< 	 , however we may adopt eqn.(5.29) as 

the definition of the K function for values outside this range; 

by analyticity, the discrete symmetries of eqns.(5.25) to (5.28) 

still apply. 

The definition of the Meijer function is 

7 _, 423 ( I I P3-7  6-di /Cr /  ) I A rio-c-x)rom-9e-ir(x÷x-p-i-inge---iirOei-ii-fi  (........:7 	v 1 p—comi /0 	23t i ad 	 ro-a,,-1-9,1 
I._ 	 (67.30,1 

where L runs from -too to 4:zo with p-s ; .i ; —e—/ <-4.2t < 13- c. , cm 

For T./. rzt 	 q 	Q ek = 	, the contour may be drawn as 

in Fig. 12. Poles occur whenever the contour is pinched by the rl 

RX-1-7-01-1)  is functions of the integrand .  	an entire function of 

r(k—ea  c; Rae-24 I r(x—d)r(94-1.,-1 ) 	t-  ) causes pinches at j!s rm+m 

cancelled by the poles 

(5.29). Hence only 

pinching remain, at 

and 	r---rtyl-m,-1,9)....-olihowever, as mi 3.  these are 

of § fVIINI-Ijr(MI tited,111 / 	 Jr/ 

the poles due to r(p-c:.-,91-1(X-4)r(ot-i-a+i 

in eqn. 



has square root zeroes for (j + m) integral, 

, and true zeroes at 

, whilst for frr1_>.1,•_to it has square 

1-1 
	irrt,  

square root 

and true zeroes 

. Therefore, if 

zeroes at intagral 

99. 

p-c+m, (5.31) 

For An >a.>0 
• 

with (10 5. d <An. 

root zeroes at 

at j 	-1 

Arst. 9 a0 > 0 

values of j+m with j..1. 4 < int , -Art >a  >- m--, 9 whilst for 
, 

mt ..?..' -lie  2:, 0 	it has square root zeroes at -a  -+ <, a < prrt, 	, 
f 	. 	 . 

j. 9 a 9 - Nn -1 	and true zeroes at 	d 00  A < A ee...1
. 
 .., I  ..- 	-  

We may replace L by a contour which surrounds all of 

the poles to the right of L in a negative direction. Thus eqn. 

(5.12) may be replaced by 

2 3 f 1  i (1- T 1  - j 1  d -a- i 
C7 t  i A - 	33 2 r" c.  i frn , fl„ 

N 	 .. 
... / 	1 (- 1 i rt c_ riv_ iv iromi-N-o--prorovii-tv-g'i (Tim +-tv+14-1 1  

ere 11=0 21"31 r6 -10-A%-tqv ) rov+i 1 	 (5.32) 
Op rd d) 	Hat c-a-N)ror_c_ohl 	Ri3-‹  

Tr   --cifs t o 
14= 	z 	r(1-4-.-c +13 1-ei ) rioh-i I 

This enables us to determine the analyticity structure of l<ab ill-A 
111 

when C-3-  is a positive integer, viz values corresponding to 0(4) 

representations. Due to the factor fr(T-Ci-1) 	which occurs in 

eqn. (5.29), only those terms of eqn. (5.32) which develop poles 

as C- 	Al are non-zero in this limit. The first series survives, 



{-I( 	
1/2 

_ 	z+0,, —>K274--) z 1",ox, 

'42. 1-'(Q- 	1 	(w) rir(z 
1"a 

 

100 

whilst only those members of the second for which A/ 1?-rrn+C.---0 

1  are non-zero: Hence, when (C-I) is a positive integer,frW-U44 

has poles in j only for j = m+n, j = -m-n-1, n = o,1,.....But those 

poles are cancelled by the zeroes of 	fr(itoAt)rem-Atkory441 
Therefore 	 is an entire function of j whenever 0--3" 

int 
is a politive integer, viz the poles in j for general C have zero 

residue when C-7 is a positive Integer. 

The asymptotic behaviour of 1A,1', 	as 

may be obtained by applying Stirling's theorem to eqnc (5630)* 

14.  

It follows that 

(5.33) 

)114:((j/ 	<jrfh-eff-riiitr4i1).Be.p( 

where' 	L aft -1st (INN 	and consequently that it is 

exponentially bounded as )S 1) 	00 ,Rkj bounded.As 

% 
	

DO 	, if L is not-  deformed, then it is penetrated by 

poles due to r1(04- d ) . If we take explicit account of them, 

the eqn. (5.30) becomes 

(-23 ( 
--733 k  	I  

t 	 )1"(0,  -a I It oc-tii-i 
2'c 	ro-i,„4-70 

C.3 

 

q- 	11-Q•-m.14- 	rn 

)34-6̀  	 ro too 

 

Air 2L 

 

(5.34) 
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where ii]  is the largest integer less thanitl 	. Notice that 

we may shift the line of integration L to -R.q.9c 	4.e 

without encountering any more poles, the summation now extending 

over 2[0 4-1 , however we cannot shift the integral indefinitely 
to the left as the series is divergent. In the limit of C-3--y N, 

a positive integer, the series yields no contribution to the K 

function. Therefore the behaviour is determined by .1000  , via eqn. 

(5.33), and thus it tends to zero as faster --*7 00 

than any power, of 	I . Clearly this has not been shown for (C-r) 
not a positive integer. We shall now utilise the above results by 

performing Sommerfeld-Watson transformation on eqn. (5.21) and 

then continuing in Cc6'O 	and C., to obtain the 0(3,1) to 0(2,1) 

decomposition. 
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6. 	A CLOSED EXPRESSION FOR THE OVERLAP FUNCTION. 

It is convenient to first derive a closed• expression 'for 

Kvq 4- J. ) 	in terms of which many of the above properties 
I  . 

will become more immediately apparent. We have preferred, however, 

to establish them independently from it. By using eqn, (5,35) of 

reference 28 we may express 

1<( 	 (n-h)f  ,-1- 7gT ) =(-1) 
mz. 	 L 

.1—, 7/ ‘,4 
x 	t  (-11 Z 	(37-1,7-1  ) • 61-1.-Ira)  • (1-11"1-e'P)1  

c-P 	rce +An -(3)n-c+1.13+t)ry-  c- 
rci 	+,) r(—i ) 

[c +x .1 ... 	i. i - c-i-1 1 + i -clip 
-c-A,41/3+1 -c-X+p+1 ; i 

("' C-Ph 413 r(orri, 	-1-1) rerrnitH)  
rid 	r 

ivn+T-p+i im+14-r rm-g 

[ C.÷yrn. - (3-0 / ; 

(5.35) 
where (C—X-1-1) 	cannot take positive integer values. 



But,from the lemma 

3z 	d, 

rn, 
Ar On 	6(.+Avti) 	r(41, i  

c t et.  / IA et- d +4-41  rto-tyro ; 	ri-= 

102. 

(5A6) 

together with eqn. (2.9.1) of reference 28.1 eqn (5.35) l'ecomes 

(nn j) .7- = 	 rUm_dir(i+fiti_ei)  z 
rcp-p-or(4-i) 

04+4, C.- 7--4,4 
x  	<-0 2 	0:IL- 4! (d 	mv! (ow,/ d-fif 

0,p /1=® 	Va 

. --1 

C-4 4-(3 1-4-)(xi. -PP  
r(c-1,+p-1-4-1-1)R-C + 	- ) 

x  F c +p+4-+I 	 +4-1-1 

(5.37) 

_ , 	4- 

The recursion relation, ref,28, eqn (2.8.37) 

c 
3 
• z)—(c-a4(6L-/.9  ki" C ; 

21 	
•  

(5.38) 
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enables the establishment of 

(5.39) „ r  c+A,-  L-- )rlat:11- ttir6A-6--kE 
r (c_ 1-1/4-  e- alrya+rn+r-t-A) 

which in turn enables eqn (5.37) to be expressed as 

Arv, 	

...L.27-1.) A {-  ryfm-prcitim-H) 	) Aoc: 

( re 1/2„ 	NM 	Ra÷l'.44)Rio-4 ) 

+AA. 	2p+2. trim+ c- T- 

x (7-4-4:43 	 2.4_ ) (5.40) 

  

ti'-ir De) (a4-krwdi(r+IyA-ap1 	!, (3! ,41 A! (2rin- 

IC r 	g +.7.inl,413+4-3 r 	f 	4-(3  444* 

r 



(al 	(-11 
tyn 

ieda 	s,t; 	dc,  
,3-)11 ( 	 K (b—,„ 

on° lYh 	fro' 

axis for 

o 

a (6.) 
pr 

(— fl  

n»' 

f. 

THE 0(3 1) TO 0(2z1) DECOMPOSITION. 

i6C  
By using the symmetry properties of dt- fk-') 

Zion 
(5.22) we may express the inner three terms of eqn (5.21) as 

dk-4°Ccei-) (AO) cL iu(4-41:-) 
Jima  An" a  

ot (1-1) d(o) d-rt-) 
Env 	Am ow ,rial 

ioc 
	to  C 

 

fro / 

 

d.(N 
mums 

1040 

together with 

§.7 

eqn. 

,ccr gr .° 
e. 	11' 	T) K d(4  

Art, v  /117 

(5.41) 

Ca9) 

!P14K 

and using this we convert eqn. (5.21) into an integral about the real 

• 4- c 
k '(d 	I T-J S yi ::1-1) 46  4- 
4n 	 ton, 

q-I 
d(E) d tit( 

4111 try) /  Palle 

(5.42) 
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where H is exhibited in Fig. 13, Now we have shown, using eqn. (5,32) 

cf24; 
that, for(C-T) a positive integer, 	(go-egi is an entire function of j. 

dere' 	
mmv 

Similarly I{ (d',11;r) is without poles in j except possibly for 

or 	a positive integer, But for (C-I) an integer the 

integrand of eqn. (5.42) is 

leoh,fr(I:. 
• Pc 	I- 	V.  141-') ot 	cuty) 

eftn, 	41t4.“ I 

and is finite for (4-c.) and.-(itc44) positive integers due to the zeroes 

4.4 	11444  
of , ci, .o. r) and ,(--.0  9. 	Hence we may open out the contour H without _z 	d  

Tirgel 	rmq 
crossing any singularities except those due to 54;,litl-tr) and tio.ali.-0.1 . 

• c. By inserting the asymptotic bounds for 	
"

< (4 LL
1 

 J1 obtained above into 
All. a 

the integrand of eqn (5.42) we may show that the contribution from the 

infinite semi-circle is zero. However at this point we encounter a 
pC 

major difficulty. It arises because of the poles of p( (4 L, XI which 

exist at fr. C--In.- 	and J.-- C-1- 	, , for 

non-integral values of (C-96) 	Therefore the form of expansion for non-

integral values seems,to depend on the position of the integral H before 

the continuation in G is made, This difficulty would not arise if we 

had begun from the Ck3;) to 0(21 1) expansion as the offending teiuts 

are zero for the Ckii.) to 0(5) decomposition. We can attempt to avoid 

the difficulty by requiring that the contour 1-1 be chosen such that no 

4-`• discrete terms arise in the decomposition from poles in I< (14-,  
An v ,  

when 1.0%C.1=10 , however this is an incomplete answer. The real difficulty 
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seems to lie in the fact that we are continuing in both C and j from 

discrete values. 

Equation (5.42) becomes 

-TitLW  

Ot 	(14 91+0 t [K  V11; °:" Kii c 4-1(if 
7757' 	 trx.X1rel-r) on 	nh 

-4:cd 

4-,  It (8 	) 	q,--p cle`j 
417)  

i o- 	... 4, <sir is ac: 	, —  e —L)
( 4r) 

 a 	K (4,,i- .2-7 A (.1,,—,-T ) ,,„ v i 00, ,....vq-•r) 

Lcie jo- 
÷ )tc • 	 d'r  #.7- ) doo ot(69 An 	) ftn 

9) 	
itnon,  thq 

discrete contribution 

Tri 

(5.43) 

The discrete contribution of the above equation arises both from 

°S  
the zeroes of 	rirci- ) and teu.014- 4r and from the poles of , be <01-t; 

which occur for non-integral values of (c....-40 1 . These latter poles, and 

the contour which it would be necessary to adopt in order to avoid them, 

are shown in Fig. 14. We shall obtain the contribution of the former 

Pwd.44 	( 4-1)  poles explicitly. Before doing so, however, notice that  

L/P-' 	 61v-Anli 
n (idA,j1K cbe (-1 ) 	K (di ft‘71K 	ILA (2- 

/In 	on' ft4 
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Therefore the first term of eqn (5.43) is symmetric under 

while the second is anti-symmetric and hence yields zero contribution, 

viz. 

 

4 	 f 

01,04 fin 	nt,i 	Minn 

 

 

 

 

(6:44.) 

In order to obtain the explicit form of the discrete contributions we 

must return to eqn. (5.42) 

If, for definiteness, we impose the condition .3"›,7-1  , then the 

symmetry 

	

T 	j 	 d- Cit.(E) 0(69 ) Ckli =(-I) 	010--r d(a) d-Eie jj 

	

e- rot 	twi I  •-nvtito 	 eirry 	!NW nvie 
(5.45) 

	

enables us to restrict the summations by nn 	0 and to make the 

replacements 

loc „40`; 	, 
Cr) bc'

I
ei+,7-9 	(4-‘.7-1K (-1.ri • ) —> 	lc 	(kit* 1 ,7” 

rtrt 	tm 	 On 	07,1  
(5046) 

	

pc 	 ,car,  
,r) ,(1) ) IT) -t-L 	(j1-, 	I Q, 	) 

o-c 
-----> 2 e 	034‹-,7- fre-i cfr, .7) Ktic  

We now consider the detailed structure of the various terms of the 

inter grand of eqn (5.36) when ( j is a positive integer. if 
VG 

.071, 	
1  (TT% 	o d4909) o for ( Iva 	) a positive integer, implying that 

arm 



and hence the complete expansion as 
+Lod 

0111  
ims 	tiA•Sr(i- 

-to0 

A 

Wit I It! ,71 Keil+ d7( -11-) oCCEn d f•-f) 
nn ef)n AniThi nP 

hn Z 	0 
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1,47c, 
However _ 
JAC- 	(rev 

Kvcij 4-1 ,T) 	has 

and Kdelf 
ono -ad P - 

hence the terms of eqn (5.46) 

discrete terms may arise only for tyrti<4. <g. 

has square-root zeroes for /m, <4 .‹ 0 , while  

square-root zeroes at -rm.. ,/ <a < 
• has square-root zeroes at .-rnft l <d <Jo 

have zeroes for an <a < g o 
occur if __ nit 	> 0 •  

and therefore no discrete contributions .  

In the case 	> 0 	, due to the 

above zeroes, the poles for nn, < / < d 	have  

square-root zeroes of u..Lkei 
Nom' 

to yield zero residues; thus 

< 	- ts< rms. V-- 	. But 

zero for- _ in this range and hence via eqn 

terms of eqn. (5.36) yield no contribution. 

the discrete series contribution as 

zero residue, while for 

combine with those of rill_< < 

IC 
A C 
t 	-i— Ts) 

mn 
occur only for____O 

discrete contributions can 

c k 	CI' it- .7". i, 	is 
I u 

(5.46) the second set of 

Thus, finally, we can write 

, 	 ;Ts 
(2/1-0 6i(mvoll t1( 4,4 • „ K 	ider) d~®) 

4- = /Mm' im 'If 

(5.47) 
„y,_, 	 • 	, 

± 2 E
r 

+ 1)(961.0/111 	 4 dm SO) J 
ftn, 	fib 	onn 	M it 

We may easily verify that this expansion may be continued in Case to Ce18) / 

lY41 itto 	= 
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viz 	. When we continue in C _to trevc — 0  we may, at last, 
identify eqn (5.47) with the expression obtained by Sciarrino and Toiler. 

9, A RECONSIDERATION OF EQUATION (4..59). 

Having established this expansion we may now use it to show,  

that the integrals which occur in eqn (4.59) do not diverge at 	.=.ri . 

( 
1:1

'-
4 	(1134 	 — i" %) Consider ..Z 	( ) 'Ot C.  ) 	where 	I, 0) 	is defined by 

	

m  rinse ,77,11.7 	Zlive 
eqn. (4.50). Upon using eqn (5.47) we obtain 

An Mine .77mq- I  

1214 I- 	n (it+ 	 614Z-1 

co0 

)(0+.z1kie4t  (r- 

4- discrete series contribution 
ac 

 We may use the symmetries of — 1 14-  and 	0 col 	to impose the 

restrictions I).0612.0 	From the definition 	d(6) eqn (4.3) 

P A 

le+Af 	ie- )4 

(5.49) 

11A4T4 	 Alqj  = 	2 -IA(14-)  
A IA ail( +1) ro+e-x) 

f(-4÷6 tir +1;1414-1; 
2- 

(5.48) 

it follows that 



(iE Z  )1(41-6() 141  6111°C.  
!Wu ,774,1 	ThIn V-1 

110. 

s-> I 

(IA t-i) 

(14- ) 2ri-j+1.41,1+/A +1 j i +/A-A; 	 (5,50) 

which is finite. For 	—"'"7— 1 	we use reference 28 eqn (2.10.14) to 

express 

qt+.61 < ÷z 1  
2 fAt+e-A 

1A+A)  r(1.44-11  

r(a-f-p ) Ritp+i) 
(p+1) 	(p+A III 	-- . ÷ 	) 	 it 	(v+iE)i 0 

- (5,51) 

where 

(5.52) 
(PM tp(1-1-/A-A - 	 4)(44-6444) 

The second term diverges logarithmically if /A44 == 	otherwise 

both are finite. It follows that if we are justified in taking the limit 

within the integration of eqn. (5.48), then 

is finite as Z.--> to.--  I 

Now from its asymptotic behaviour as Iltyl  ej --> 00 	we can 

show that 



Cyst 	2-  14, 1-41 Irina (5.53) 

while 

#./ 	< Gnat irbct Li  A Se• — e/J,»411 (5.54) 

is a real number which is finite if 1ge_i 	is bounded, 

4 

5-+"4  

	

c 	. 

	

(2 	
c 

3 I< 	yi 	an 
. 	G-1) a4Actcil 

A °V  

where A 

(5.55) 

Hence the integral is uniformly convergent, and we may safely 

take the limit within the integration. If we now make use of eqn 4.. 

to express 24 (.5E) 	in terms 	GCV  (Al and cA,i  C-- 1 d e<' i  

TAIW7 	 Tirril'i 	 TirliTi 	
t 

....-, ,..--f(1 	a 1 c 
then,since the above analysis could have been applied to 	.__, w(-0.1d(-.), 

it follows that 	Cry  d J 
141 

 0 
VO  

c,` - '1.12..
h  
C.1 

fns,  T I  .rfnrsil  
Consequently the possible divergences of eqn. (4.59) do not, in fact, 

exist. 

?Wt. - u70374  
Irrl 

is also finite as 



. • 
g-3 	f1-2 

-Zoo 
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§.6 	THE DISCRETE SYMMETRTFS. 

1. Definition andaction_upon.rest,states.,  

We begin by defining the discrete symmetry operators and, defining 

their action upon helicity states. 

The generators of space reflection, 63  , and time reversal, V 

are defined by the outer automorphisms of the Lorentz group generators 

(PT 04  (6.1) 

-1  T (6.2) 

In order to preserve the semi—direct product structure of the Poincare 

group 

  

is] 

 

0 (6.3) 

  

    

I IE  P 
L 	 ft, A, Ja 

the definitions of eqns. (5.1) and (5.2) must be completed by 

?-1 = — 1) 	
-t 	

1)0 	(6.4) 

(6.5) 
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while in addition V 	must be linear and 	anti-linear. The 

set is completed by defining the charge conjugation operator, C, 

to commute with all the generators of the Poincare group and to anti- 

commute with all charge generators, e.g. isotopic spin. 

As c)  commutes with the rotation generators, its action 

upon rest states is to produce at most a phase, having modulus unity. 

c)  1 111, () 	S A > == rYl 	nryi 0 ; 5 A > 	(6.6) 

anti-commutes with Z" and , in particular, 

CO —I 
(6.7) 

(i) 
where 	( ± 	tT2 	are the raising (lowering) operators. 

Hence we may choose 

(54) 

	

frn,0; SA> 	(1) Irm,0 5—A> 	(6.8) 

where we have used the freedom of an overall phase to define that of IV 

explicitly. 

As was the case with GP, C produces only a phase change, while 

changing the state into, the anti-particle, which will be denoted by a 

bar. 

C I 	, 0 ; S A > = 	f en, 2 ; S A > 
	

(6,9) 

C 

1/ 	and 1 , are identified with the intrinsic parities and charge 

C  parities of the states,(29) 
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2. 	The Definition of 11 and 	.  

The action of the operators on the rest states together with 

their commutation relations with the Poincare group generators serves 

to define their action on any state. It is, however, more convenient 

to use, not the operations of QD and L themselves, but associated 

operators including also a rotation about the 	axis throughlr, 

defining 

L (6.10) 

These have the property that 

eel —Po 	P,  

 

(6.11) 

and similarly foiA ; while, in addition, if 
	) is a boost 

belonging to any of the little groups, 

  

 

( 

 

L ) 

 

  

(6.12) 

     

     

(6.13) 

-ta  being the momentum reflected in the XOZ plane. 
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It follows that if the process is confined to the XOZ plane 

then'the boosts are invariantlapart from phase factors; and as the S matrix 

is rotation invariant, Ftvhel V invariance impose the conditions 

(sOLA) 
<-1)3)t. 	1TI X1 3NA2.> = 	(g (- 	<1)3-)\3,74.-A41-FITI- 1 ,-p2.--(eizi)  

33,1)4.),4m-p,x, I) ,11),, 1 T i3)%3 	A4> 	(6.15) 

respectively, agreeing with those obtained_by Bia/as_end.Svensson. (7)  

 

The action of 1) an  

  

3. 

 

on the_little_group_ei • envectors. 

  

    

We now consider.the behaviour of the little group eigenstates 

under 0 and L1 . The effect of the discrete transformations on the little 

group representations may be inferred from the behaviour of the Casimir operators 

TABLE 8. 

G' 	 c-r/ 

(3) 	72 	
2 

 

2 	1 	2 

0(250 K:2"  + K:- 1 + K 
2 
 - 3-3 	K 

2 
 + 

3 

1 	2- 
0(35 1) ce—  K2 	 K 	 3-  2  K 

z 

0(3,1) '7' • K 	-T K 	-U • tc 
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P and V leave the irreducible representation spaces of 0(3) and 

0(2,1) invariant, however they transform between representations of 0(3,1) 

having equal and opposite eigenvalues of T. K . In addition, since P 

commutes with T , its representation for the 0(3) and 0(3,1) cases is 

simple. 

We have chosen the basic two-particle states of 0(3), 0(2,1) 

and 0(3,1), from which all others may be formed by appropriate little group 

transformations, to be 

ja;Ai  > 	(- 	e 	 t 	1 ,yo, jc2 2 
_ocZ-03  

with 

and 

9 I 2 	017) 
> 	(-1) 	e, 	 e 2 031 

rill., )(2 Sz"42>(  

with 	

rit oc, — !Yv)z2 CX2 

while 

; J1u, > ^ E 100 xi  az> <5X 	.s/u, > 
xi ,x, (6.18) 

(6.16) 



t 

/u- 	j -/A-L 

111 	 C(1),  )39 —(p) u(cpv8,— T) ok, ; 

° 	
;:J>= 	Ccio,(95T;V),91,(r)-u6f,gr,; 0, & 
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The effects cf 	and 6 	on these basic states are given by 

St—SfAi÷X2 ; A, Al  > 	 (o(; 

5,-Si X,+ )\z  
1a; )‘, )\2 	nlz(- 	- 	( a ' 	— 

(u-- 25,-M 
I of ; 	AO ̀Z. 	7,(-0 	I 0( • > 9 

	

0( '7  A, X2 = 	I 	; 	> 

(6.19) 

 

 

(6.20) 

6 	; 3- 	= 	0( • ZT 

The 0(3,1)0(2,1) and 0(3,1) eigenstates have been defined by 

a) CT, - 	-o-  (r, 	(p) ((X ;  >t,X,.> 
tyroyxz  

(6.21) 



-Az> 

(6.22) 

	

Using eqn (6.19) and the fact that 	and dci commute 

little group generators it is easily shown that 
SrS2—frn 

> = 	i  /I  

	

St 	52- frA  
AIX2 	N2E I) I 

(251+a-nyi) 

0rc•m•J>=. 71 72 (-0 	I 

I 	
. 
	; >‘, 	1 	; At  A,_). 
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with all of the 

' rYn ; 	AL> 	1 9  n;A A 
	 (6.23) 

; J> = 1 jo 	; 3-> 

Hence (ID  and (.) invariance lead to the following symmetries of the 
reduced matrix elements, 

si+54-51-sa 
<A3X IT(51/.1)1A,X2.>=- ;...74e 4 	0 	 3 4. ij 	 2 

<—X 	11 (5 )1—A —A > 

54---sz-s 74- 	(--ATA4IT(1.,t)t s( 	41T  C. 	I At)tz  

< 	11-4,50 1 a > ----= . 

(6.24) 

a--1-251-JL2S2  
4 E- 0 	< TITI JI) J°3 
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due to P, ALL 

< A,A4iT(s,i) A, Ai  > 	<A,Xi iT(5,iy)1 A3A> 

Al  A4) T(j ;01 )\1  A2  > -- 	xa  j T (i ,t)1 AsAit.  

<T1-1- (1010( J`.> 	< IT 4,-c)1 T> 
As 3-24  is azianerator of the 0(3) and 0(3,1) subgroups, for these 

cases we may separate the rotation in 	and 	and obtain 

directly 

(6. 

1;,-m ;  A ),,d 	72. (-- 	i 	- A - A2  > 

ci-T-291) 
= /1 1E0 	iloc;j 

(i_nyo 
9 j(m ;  A i Ai> 	11-fm;A,A,› 

(j-fm 

T,itc• 	1  T> - 	1 4.0- 	4 ftn  d,   

V)  (5(.; 	0-> 

and 

; > 

(6.26) 

(6.27) 

Use will be made of (6.26) when we come to define parity eigenstates. 

The fact that one cannot express the parity operation simply in terms 

of two-particle 0(2,1) eigenstates is a considerable source of difficulty 

which we can surmount as far as the amplitudes are concerned by 

continuing appropriate combinations from the crossed channel where the 

0(3) symmetry applies. 
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4. 	Identical particles;,  

The additional symmetries which apply whenever identical particles 

are involved may be derived analagously to the above. 

Strictly speaking the negative energy states 1 	) 	do 

not form part of the Hilbert space vas they are not normalisable. However 

any amplitude constructed from them can always be given meaning via 

crossing symmetry. In order to formulate the properties of charge 

conjugation invariance it is convenient to define an operator, K (30) 

which relates these to the positive energy states, by 

CPT, iiA> 	K. TA> 
	

(6.28) 

As 	
(s —A) 

7 7 (7.0  lrx› (6.29) 

we may infer that 

--1 
K K 

-1 	 (6.30) 

KZ K 	T 

while,from the commutation relations, (6.3), 

K K 	 (6.31) 

and in addition K must be anti-linear; however it is not the operation 

of charge conjugation, this being 9 due to our phase convention. 
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In terms of creation operators, statistics require that 

t 

l)  
26(1  

(— I) 
Since these are related to the states by 

(6.32) 

(6.33) 

the condition is expressible as 

2.5 

aitiA1,1)22> 	1-piAlq2X2.> 
	

(6.34) 

where T1/  is the operator which exchanges particles 1 and 2. 

Hence the restrictions imposed by statistics may be obtained by 

operating on all states of two identical particles with the projection 
25 

operator 4 Li -I- (- 
U. 

If states of positive and negative energies are considered 

then from eqn (6.28) 

CS — 

I -pi 	X15 	K C  PT) (-I) 	1p1 A15 -1)2A2  
(2.) 

where the additional phase 	I) 
 
has occurred due to its 

specific introduction in eqn (6.17), which was done in order that the 

symmetries of the reduced matrix elements of 0(3) and 0(2 ,1) due, to 

parity conservation should be identical. Hencelstatistics imply that 

(6.35) 



 

(52- 
( K 	Cr.) 1 -pi  , 	> (- I)  
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2.S _1 	 (s2-X,) 
(-0 ( k Pct) io,X, 1 i. El) 

(a) (6.36) 

25 

1) 	1  1)1 1ki, 	> 

and the appropriate projection operator is 	± 4 ( Pct)j 
From eqns (6.16), (6.17) and (6.18) we easily obtain 

2.5 i.,Tha-sf  

1312. ,00A> 
	(-0 eIOC ; Al  a1  > 

-p 	TcT,)1 
42_ 	1),A,,--1).2.X2> 

(6.37) 

-PZ (k'c et)lo0 e 	toc; 

25-7 
13,1(K 3C01 	= 	I) 	I 0 ; 3- LA.,) 

The effect on the little group eigenstates follows from 

eqn (6.21) 4-25-X 
-P0. 1 	X, >tz  > 	-= (1) 	[I ni 

(2s-* zirra-,, 
-F;1(K cq'T.)ljtrriiX> 	(- 	e, 	t j-nyi; 

(2s-7) 
1)11( Qn) 	> (70 	 T) 

;A2)1 /41> 

(6.38) 
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It should be noticed that again we cannot apply the projection 

operator directly to the 0(2,1) states but must rely on continuation 

of the amplitude from the crossed channel, which will be possible only 

after signature has been introduced. 

5. 	- anti--article states._ 

For particle - anti-particle scattering the basic states are 

(5-Xj.) 4,0(Z1)1 	4.0(T03 	 

toc;A I-X2 > = (-1) 	e 	trmlb;A,531€_. 	IA70-9  -/\z ' 

(s-A2) -L0(70; 	z,0(3-03 	 
oc. 3-,   i 	- 

(6.39) 

— I I=0•TA, 	10.A > <SA S—A / 

	

	 Z / 
)1/42. 

They lead to relations identical with eqn. (6.37) and (6.38) but where 

the operators are now C- -P
2 
 4 C- 	(K c q'T;) 	. By an 

1 	12 

argument similar to that which led up to eqns. (6.34) and (6.36) 

we may show that statistics require for particle - anti-particle states 

the same projection operators as for particle-particle states, 
• 2 S 

(- 	-1),2 	for positive energy states and 
:LS 	-1 

41+(1) 2C li  C <PT1 for mixed energy states. 

	

Given .a state, I 	> , which is an eigenstate of (1% having 
25 

eigenvalue 	, then the projected statetl+E0
11 
 Jis  an eigenstate 

ps) 
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2.6 
of 	C having eigenvalue (4) 	for 

ZS C 	I + (45-q I > = c+ (- I ) 	> 
25 	25 

= X I+(   P121 I > 

and the same applies to mixed energy states which are eigenstates 

of_(C Z  K C qDT;) 	Thus by first defining eigenstates and eigen- 

amplitudes of 1  C 
	, imposition of the symmetries implied by 

statistics will guarantee these to be eigen amplitudes of C. 

However we shall postpone their definition until after the introduction 

of signature as we shall then be able to treat all three cases 0(3 ), 

0(2,1) and 0(3,1) simultaneously. 
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1. Uniqueness. 

We shall adopt the attitude that the introduction of signature 

follows from the analytic continuation of the partial wave, amplitudes 

away from those values of the eigenvalues of the Casimir operators 

which characterise the principal series and that its definition follows 

from the correct sppcificition of those'continuations -0' This will 

enable us to treat all of the expansions consistently even though.it, 

may be possible to introduce signature-into the-0(2,1)-and 0(371) 

expansions in a direct group thoretical manner.(31)  That an ambiguity 

of the partial, wave amplitude exists follows from the fact that for 

0(3) we may add to it any function- of- j-which- is zero for all 

positive integer or half-integer values, while for 0(2,1) and 0(3,1) 

a similar situation arises due to the invariance of the principal 

series integrals under 1-÷--(j4-1) and 	a„, 	respectively. 

For the 0(3) expansion one can make use of Carlson's theorem to remove 

the ambiguity, however it does not seem to have been stated in a 

similarly useful form for the 0(2,1) and 0(3,1) cases. We prefer to 

proceed by intuition, for the 0(3) case this leads to a continuation 

which demons? ably satisfies the theorem. 

The motivation for analytically continuing the 0(3) partial wave 

amplitude is to obtain a representation of the amplitude which converges 

for values ofo=caSewhich lie outside the Lehmann ellipse
(32)

, and 

in particular for_0,--7.00 , since this corresponds to the high energy 
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limit in the crossed Channel. Recall that this is achieved(33)  by 

converting the summation into a contour,integration around the real 

axis, making a Sommerfeld-Watson deformation of it, showing that_the 

contribution from the infinite semi-circle is zero, and finally 

that theresulting integral may be continued in Z to Z 1. The crux 

of the matter is that the partial wave amplitude be suitably bounded 

as ljt-co in the plane Rej > - 	; it is this requirement which 

determines the appropriate analytic continuation of the amplitude and 

which in so doing forces the amplitudes of even and odd (j-p) to be 

considered separately in order to absorb the divergent (-1)-1  factor 

which occurs whenever exchange forces are present, thereby introducing 

signature. 

In analogy with this we shall require that the analytic 

continuation of the 0(2,1) representation be such that we may perform 

an ihverse Sommerfeld-Watson transformation on it, and are able to 

discard the contribution which arises from the infinite semi-circle. 

This definition will enable us to, show that upon performing this 

transformation poles occur, in the integrand for j integer or half 

integer which just cancel the discrete series contributions and 

reproduce a series of terms which may be identified with the crossed,  

Channel 0(3) expansion. 	This assumes that the 0(2,1) partial wave 

amplitude has no other singularities for Rej > -I; however we shall 

show that this is equivalent to assuming that the amplitude is 

square integrable over the 0(2,1) group manifold. Hence we shall 

have identified the principal series of the 0(2,1) expansion with the 

background integral of the usual Sommerfeid-Watson transformed integral, 

and in so doing we shall have identified the 0(2,1) signature 

eigenamplitudes with the usual 0(3) definitions. In addition we shall 
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be able to identify the discrete series contributions with the 

nonsense-nonsense terms, while no sense-nonsence contributions arise. 

The same approach may be applied to the 0(3,1) partial wave 

expansion. It again leads to the definition of signature eigen-

amplitudes which permits an inverse Sommerfeld-Watson transformation 

in the C-plane, leading to an expansion of the amplitude in terms of 

finite dimensional_non7unitary representations of 0(3,1), but which 

converges in only a restricted region of- the ch3. plane. We shall, 

however, be able to relate,thesignature- ofthese amplitudes to the 

usually defined.one_only_after_the'decomposition of an 0(3,1) 

representation_into 0(2,1)- -representations - has - been made, as this 

enables the deComposition,of an 0(3,1) amplitude into 0(2,1). amplitudes. 

2. 	The Analytic.continuationof the 0(3)- Expansion. 

in_order_to shorten.the_notationithe-0(3). helicity amplitude 

in the ± channel centre of mass frame will be denoted by 

t ):Tz 	 *TqA,,--; As ? 
e). 	' 

(7.1) 

where ft= (.A2, A%) 	and 
	

(A5 1, 1) 
	

are double component 

indices. As we have shown_in.§.2 , this may be identified with the 

0(2,1) helicity amplitude_defined in.the brick wall frame ofthe direct 

channel. The basis of the definition_of the analytical continuations 

of the partial wave. amplitudes is
(34) the assumption of the fixed t 

dispersion relation
(33) 
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(7.2) 

     

     

      

where .0= 	Coi,SO't  
In the physical_region_of_the:t channel TiS, 	has the 0(3) 

eA 
partial wave expansion 

 

  

od+i) 	L-I 
(7.3) 

   

with 

—r-Tgl ej 	 j
cl 

—1 	lAA 
(7.4) 

But we may make use.of_eqn,(4..7) to express this directly in terms 

of the spectral functions as, 

ttl 
	- 42_"rd 3(1,0 	 (7.5) 

where 
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If we define signature 
(35)to  be 
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0-  = (._r) g-1/4r1 
	

(7.8) 

where tr,-,0 if S 	is integral andlr=2 if V-r- S is half-integral, then 
I 8 	 g 

we may express A and B in terms of amplitudes of definite signature as 

(+I 

e 
I A(4 

I 
 el -I- 

•tkek e 
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U   
(7.9) 
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e-i 
and in terms of these amplitudes the 0(3) expansion,becomes 

(7.10) 
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The s channel 0(3) expansion.may.be  obtained•by exchanging s and t. 

In terms of the A and B amplitudes 

00 
e) E 	`-'wd — a 	ii(-4 tqa(z) di 

II 	Pr 	 /A4 

(7,12) 

From the definitions of A and .B, eqn. (7.6) and (7.7) together with 

Table 	of § 4 we may verify_that. they - are- bounded as Ilmg-axe, 

• ,1
while the.Nag factor associated.with.the exchange force, and which 

prevents the definition of lat) 	given.by eqn (7.4) from being so 
P/ 	. 

bounded, has been incorporated.into the dc/
i
OF) 	of the expansion 

P 
by using eqn (4.7), yielding the characteristic signature combination 

fA2V-1-0.;"-41 e44=Z which.appears,in eqn (7.11). In this forme the' 

el 
amplitude is amenable to the Sommerfeld-Watson transformation. 
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3. 	The Analytic continuation of the 0(2,1) expansion.  

We now consider the 0(2,1) expansion of the 0(2,1) helicity 

amplitude in the brick—wall frame of the t channel(45). The object is 

that after suitable analytic continuations we shall arrive at eqn. 

(7.12). If the amplitude is square- integrable over the group manifold 

and we assume for definiteness that I. >) AI  >0 , then the 0(2,1) 

expansion is 4.4.6  

-77g/o (.bp-i)  770) 
. 

_ray: _to P 	PA 	 (7.13). 
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where 
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It is easily seen from Table 3 	of § 4, that the contribution from 

principal series integral does not diminish as 00 since 

t 	as defined by eqn (7.14). diverges asistii 	. We 

obtain a suitable continuation by using eqn (4.9) together with the 

invariance of the integral under 	 —'7 — (i-i-i) 

eqn (7.13) by 
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to replace 
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where now 

with 
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itA ' 	itA ' 
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and 
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	 (7.19) 
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1) 
(xry-tj 	and 	

PA ' 
	are the direct and exchange parts 

of the amplitude, being defined by 

00 
, W-Al 	4÷Aif i-g 

PA 	
11=(1i-1) 	(g.....-Hz j 	Ge,,21?;t10e---Z-4-(0 (7.20) 

and 

E 
tJ 	 g-e-1 	

fta. 	 (7,21) 
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in terms of which the complete amplitude is 

-T-( 	--:= 9 

 P-A 

tie,t 
) (-z,t) (7.22) 

Now it follows from the asymptotic behaviour A.Pli = 06;441) 

as 	00 	, that the existence of 	and 33 for 
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=—r 	implies their existence for all id' >4 
2 

But their existence for Rai 	follows from the square 

integrability of the amplitude and eqn's (7.18) and (7.19). Hence 

the condition of square-integrability implies an absence of singularities 

in the partial wave amplitudes for 	. The significance 
2 

of these definitions is that for -kii 	sufficiently large we may 

E 
substitute for i Ca el 	and 7-(0  0 	from eqns (7.20) 

/ 

and (7.21), invert the orders of integration and then use eqn (4.7) to 

show that 

(1, ti sz:-Lirv:_tti 	(.4; t.)  

Lire  34, t ) 	_to c / I 
r A  

(7.23) 

(7.24) 

where. A and B are the crossed channel 0(3) amplitudes defined' 

by eqns (7;6) and (7.7). If 	itsiZfOl 
N 

then eqns (7.23) and (7.24) are valid for 

1 4;2i,t)i 	OCIZi°5 
, where ;> ti—ce 

M = max ((Ai, 1141) 	. From Table 3 	of § 4 it follows that 

(1910 	and 34 ti 	are bounded by lir& as  Paii_yoo 
Pi  

This was not the case for the original 0(20 1) partial wave, eqn.(7.14) 

unmodified by the terms which are symmetric under dr--4-.(111) . The 

remaining terms, in eqns (7.23) and (7.24) which prevent the 

AO) 

of the 0(2,1) expansion and simply cause the formation of the expected 

signature combinations. 

Before performing this, however, it is convenient to exhibit 

continuation in 0 to' I;El.( I 	may be absorbed into the 
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the cancellation of the discrete series. We transform the principal 

series integral from "Rca.4= 	to 1*/4.-i 	, recalling that 

we have used the symmetries of the 
	

di(0) 
	

to make the 

restrictions 	0 . The integrand consists of an entire 

function of j times the factor 

 

(it,k4-1), „OAR' (i-A) e, (11-'11  ) - 	(7.25) St.:Witt) r(p-A-i-11 

 

54;..1-8A4-t.t) v 
	 x(1- I) 	(1-t-A 

When fd-?i%?.,o poles occur from jtr..o 	or ..„.1  up to s,-A-i and from 

ft. 	to 00 , while for i,t> -1>o they occur only from c_ to 00 

This is in agreement with the occurrence of the discrete 0(2,1) 

representations, as these do not contribute to amplitudes for which 

0440 	. The residues of the integrand at these poles are 

00 
00 

"PE 

(2j -t-I) rro(0 40) re,z e)d 	 41E) 7—(-Z 

e 	 eA i(44 ' 

and hence their contribution to the amplitude is 

A- 
- 9(b,) 	41) 	rect dczi)

j 
 t-)  0&) 

tA.A 	el 

which exactly cancels the contribution from the discrete series. 

Notice that the poles of eqn (7.25) occur only for nonsense-nonsense 

transitions tli>j 	and sense-sense transitions d> µ , but not 

for sense-nonsense transitions, IA( < < 
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Since it follows from their definitions together with 
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square integrability that di4 ' el 
I  

dynamical singularities for 	fi't,/ —/ 

and 33010 have no 
/4  
the 0(2,1) expansion 

becomes 

WS, tJ= 
--/41  

7919 	73(1, r1 
efdi  (7.26) 

where A and B are the-  crossed channel 0(3) amplitudes, Although 

Rz 	c41 0 ,1 these are bounded by 	as v./ .—cict , since for  

44 V -->c4 (7,27) 

4- 
	

/of lot< 	71KI-> GO 

	

we must Continue eqn (7.26) to l eei 4( f before allowing -RV 	to 

become infinite, 

diThis continuation is prevented by the 	factor, 

which may be removed by using eqn (4.7), and noticing that 

41:0d 

di 	) H 4,0 4z) = 
IL A 	1.A m-514.00 

which enables the amplitude to be expressed as 

(7.28) 

(7.29) 
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If we now continue the amplitude in 0 to /jEfAC1 and perform 

an inverse Sommerfeld -Watson transform then the resulting expression 

is 

06 
js,e, 	 64,t) 4-z-) - 	l'.T( 	oti(0) 

tfrr 	1.1 	 p-i 
04 

= 	 (2,if-difitcly, — 	-8(if 	#5et 

a
=? 
	

1-A 

(7.30) 

Let us make a summary of the assumptions which have been made. 

1. The existence of a fixed t dispersion relation. This is the 

same assumption which is made in the analytic continuation of the 0(3) 

expansion(33) 

2. The square integrability of the amplitude over the 0(2,1) group 

manifold; a sufficient condition for this is that the amplitude be,  

bounded by 0 ( 
	

as S -->00 . We have already shown that this 

implies an absence of dynamical singularities in the amplitude for 

However, given the existence of the dispersion relation, the 

converse is also true, for we might have performed the inverse analytic 

continuation, starting with the 0(3) expansion, whose completeness does 

not require any boundedness as S->100 . Upon performing the 

Sommerfeld-Watson transformation we should have- obtained the principal 

and discrete series of 0(2,1) representations, together with 

contributions from the dynamical singularities in 4 and 315 	But 

the principal and discrete series form a complete set for the expansion 

of any square integrable functions and hence any function which can be so 
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expanded must be square integrable. Therefore the absence of 

dynamical singularities implies square integrability. 

The non-square integrability of the general amplitude 

may be dealt with from the 0(2,1) viewpoint in two ways. We 

may assume , as seems physically reasonable, that for (t) 

sufficiently large the amplitude becomes square integrable; that 

we then perform the 0(2,1) expansion and then- continue in t to 

the required region, with the possible penetration of the principal 

series integral by singularities. Alternatively, if the amplitude 

is sufficiently innocuous as to have an asymptotic expansion in 

powers of e , we may successively subtract off the non-square- 

integrable terms by associating them with 	, this having 

simply the form of a pole at" 	. However neither of these 

techniques provide an elegant solution to what is essentially a 

mathematical problem, which may perhaps'be solved by basing the 

analysis on wave functions - rather than- the complete amplitude
(36) 

At any event the sorts of non-square-integrability- with which we-

shall be concerned, viz poles; can- easily be dealt with. In 

completion we note that if eqn -(7.29) is expressed in terms of 

the analytic continuations of the signature eigenamplitudes, which 

are defined by eqns (7,9) and (7,10) then it becomes 

t1 jagd4 - 	 C; la 	 c rkEytov 4-0-c.474L- dlod-z (7,31) 
v 

1.14-;40 

where 	is an eigenamplitude of signature e 

/AA  I 
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The analagous procedure will now be applied to the 0(3,1) 

expansion which holds for elastic scattering at t=0, in order to 

define 0(3,1) signature eigenamplitudes. 

4. 	The Analytic continuation of the_0(3 1)_expansion. 

We shall now:perform a similar analySis beginning with the 0(3,1) 

expansion and continuing it to an 0(4) expansion.' As before, the 

procedure to be followed will be to assume that the amplitude is square-

integrable and satisfies an unsubtracted dispersion relation in s; the' 

direct and exchange components will be considered separately; the 

symmetry of the principal series will be usedto define the 0(3,1) partial 

wave amplitude in such a fashion that its analytic continuation may be 

identified with an 0(4) partial wave:amplitude; the direct and exchange 

expansions will then.be found - to.be separately continuable into 0(4)` 

expansions, their independence being forced by the appearance of a 

factor (-1)
c
, which thus causes the introduction of 0(3,1) signature. 

It follows from eqn. (3.56) that at t=0 the two-particle scattering 

amplitude of pairwise equal masses, m1=m3, m2=m4, may be expressed as 

ie 
X2.> = d -1/2 (m) T(s)(n-rt >, - (7 .32)  

Jirn.T 4 	‘' 

where, subject to the condition of square-integrability, 

in which 

00 	
'4 	 2 

I) 1 T<s? I < 00 
Tira 

(7.33) 



the 0(3,1) expansion 

Leto 

ido (jot?) TtAci  
75` 
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may be performed. 

T(S) 
Jirf 

(7.35) 
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—1 	 2. = cR, 	= (.2 tin1  rn  2 / 

	2 — nna (7.34) 

In order to define reduced amplitudes having the proper analytic 

continuations we must utilise the dispersion relation satisfied by 176 ) 
,Troiv"' 

which follows from the assumption of an unsubtracted dispersion relation 

for the crossed amplitude 

<-752,\I.,tA41-FitAirtA3> 	00 	-.0 
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By making use of the t=0 crossing relation we infer that, 
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(7.38) 

The 0(3,1) partial wave amplitude may be easily found from the completeness 

with 

7r(s) 
Trm 	tlyt 

el  
where 	(.Z) is the function which appears in eqn (4.60), i.e. 

UW67 1  

(7.37) 
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If we split the amplitude into direct and exchange components 
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with 
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(7.42) 
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and 
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(7.43) 

  

4 

 

where the (054 ,; 44 ) subscripts on the /3 ts have been omitted, then 

the expansions of the direct and exchange forces may be considered 

independently. 

Consider first the expansion of the exchange component. 

(1.4  
13( ) = 	cx) Th(„c) d (z) 
To 7' 	 F4T 1  0  

(7044) 
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In order that the reduced amplitude should continue into an 

0(4) amplitude we utilise the invariance of the principal series 

under 	(4.0 ,C) --›- (- j0,-c) to replace the reduced 

amplitude which comes from (7.39) firstly by 

B(Joc) 	Z (-1) 	tii(2.,-i-t-i)(2eH) 
TT' 	

E 1;z-  (z.z_o frg _e-f;) 23() 

and then by 

(745) 

33(1.0,c) 

where 
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Due to the condition of square integrability, eqn (7.33), the above 

definition converges for all Tea- C 	. 

For RIX >3-  we may substitute the dispersion relation for 

interchange the orders of integration, and then use eqn 	to 

identify 
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The form of the above is in close analogy with the Froissart-Gribov 

continuation of the normal 0(3) amplitude. 

Equation (7.44) now becomes 

c..Cx5 

where 141C) is finite for all-go.c. > 0  . 
U- 

 For jo  a non-zero integer the above equation has an additional 

contribution from the pole at C =o ; we deal with this explicitly in 

Appendix IV, when we consider the cancellation of the nonsense-channel 

terms. The asymptotic behaviour of 	L05.1 	enables us to 
V774,7-I  

continue eqn (7.44) in 	to IZI<, and then perform an inverse 

Sommerfeld-Watson transformation, yielding 
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, 	Sitc-tp etc  
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where,  1r 1r= 0 or l 	as Jo  is integral or half-integral. Since 
2 

CL u( Z i 	is zero for J71-4 <c. < I-I it follows that the sum over 
JIrra i 	

1 
Dioc- 

c splits into two parts, for either 	.14,C) 	or 

	

U -a'  if Tnu (ra j 	

is 
q-4-' 

zero for min (3; CiA) Iv 1 5 C. 5 (lo.('0-') 	. This is a consequence 

of the block diagonalisation already referred to in §.4. The series 

( 	tT"' +I rC < 00 
	is of unitary representations'of 0(4) 

while the set of nonsense channel terms, 	< C.• fyri, (4-1,,7-1 ) 	, is 

composed of the infinite dimensional non-unitary representations. 
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For C-1 	equation (7.47) yields, 
r 
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which may be identified as an 0(4) partial wave expansion apart from 

the factor (-1) 
	c+i 	. At the nonsense 

11(77-c-H)11674-ci-i 
channel values 
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Consider now the expansion of the direct force amplitude 
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where we have again made use of the principal series under(Jote)-÷(1,%1-c) ; 

we utilise it further to re-define 
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(514,c1 = 2 (- r ) 	fir(27.11)(2T4-id 
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As was the case with 	33 (40, <- ) , this definition converges for all 
/-4r)  

31,C. > 0 	. For 	"PLC > cr we may substitute the dispersion 

relation for (() 	, interchange the orders of integration, and 
Vsyle 

then, upon making the definition, 
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utilise eqn (kW to identify 

(s7-1.11) 
- 	(- 1) 
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Cirlc 
The factor L 	which occurs in eqn (7.56), and which did 

not occur in 	, prevents the continuation of eqn (7.53) 
3:1)  

4112C  in 	toil!l<1 . It is possible to absorb it by changing v.c.O./ 
aot 	 Tema' 

to 	before continuing in jE ; we are thereby forced to 
TinT/ 

consider direct forces independently from exchange forces and consequently 

to introduce signature. 

Before introducing signature, however, we shall shift the contour, 

of integration of eqn. (7.53) from Re_.(2. = o 	to Re_ c Mkt- 

63-91,04.E. 	n-mcvs.c. ( 7; d'). 
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As the contributions from are zero, this yields 
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The signature factor AL 	is non eliminated from (7.58) by using 
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where the latter relation follows by closing the contour in the 

right-hand c-plane. Hence the 'sense component' of eqn (7.58) becomes 

J.c  5111,4e- 
,2 (-Thor 

A (01 = 	dc-clo -  c?")   A (10,c) L 	d (..-z I 
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s,;„,v(e-4;,1  ,..ri ZOrntlX I  ran4r1 	' 

MI ....:.0a 
2 

This expression may be continued in 

(7.61) 

and an 7 to 17( < 

inverse Sommerfeld-Watson transformation then performed, yielding 

(7.62) 

(7.63) 
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with, from eqn (7.57), 
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In a manner similar to eqns (7.50) and (7.51) , the above two equations 

may be identified with an 0(4) partial wave expansion° 

If we incorporate the results of Appendix IV, and neglect the 

nonsense-channel terms, then eqns (7.44) and (7.61) enable the complete 

amplitude to be expressed as 

(7.64) 

where M 	ffham-61W') and the partial wave amplitudes are defined by 

eqns (7.51) and (7.57). Upon defining 0(3,1) signature eigenamplitudes by 
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I.f z(-s, 	of ,z, qe, c) 
Joc 

00 
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(404) 	 Or-4.1 	, 
) 	„ ) 	) 	(a 

T.7" 
(7,65) 

where ‘krz..- 0 or 
2 	

as j
o 

is integral or half-integral, the 

expansion becomes 

1,14,, 

TIM Zri  
a 1,2 

 s!...:1-r(c- v- i zrz., 	g 
l4771)3 I.,  

	

e .  b' 	-ifirtre trz)  
.rah.ri 

16 

11+% -ZOO 

	

which, upon continusing in Z• to 1714C 1 	and making an inverse 

Sommerfeld-Watson transformation, yields 

-(7,66) 

(7,67) 

being then readily identifyable as an 0(4) expansion including signature, 

We infer from the above analysis, together with the result of 

Appendix IV, that the complete sum of the nonsense-channel contributions 

is zero, that for amplitudes which are square-integrable over the 

0(3,1) group-manifold and which satisfy an unsubtracted dispersion relation, 

the 0(3,1) partial wave, expansion which holds forek5 >1 may be 

continued into an 0(4) expansion forAck514cf 	. The form of the 

expansion which can be so continued is given by eqn (7.66) with the 0(3,1) 

signature being determined by /:==iti 
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5. 	Subtractions. 

We shall now consider the effect of subtractions in the dispersion 

relation. For simplicity we shall suppose that the amplitude is spinless 

and that it has no left hand cut e  but satisfies a singly subtracted 

dispersion relation. 

00 

(z 'e 

x.R 
where T(sot) is the value of Tral  61 at :E= 	. The 0(3) 

partial wave amplitude is 

1—( (106) = fdZipz) T-Z; 6) 

and since 

(7.68) 

(7.69) 

12r .... 

f- 	) 

 

(7,70) 

z 

 

lot le 

<1 71) 

= 	 i-z) (;).< 
	 (7%72) 
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Oo 

while (7.73) 
-1.(Str , E.) t(Z-z, )tiOCZ(;,_ ifd01:0:(.Z TV=  0, t) z°71);L/  cj  

If 0."()tv 	as 5F-=>. 00 then eqn (7.75) converges.only 

for RIL4 >7.coe , while since the dispersion relation must converge 

	

ve .< I 	, and hence eqn (7.72) certainly converges for -Rai >1 

If 	 Re 0: < 	, then the amplitude will satisfy an unsubtracted 

dispersion relationy eqn (7.75) can be continued tod=r0 , and it there 

agrees with eqn. (7.76). In general one may easily show that an 

amplitude which satisfies an N subtracted dispersion relation, but 

not (N-1) subtracted, gives rise to a partial wave amplitude which may 

be continued forTaj ItN 	In the case of spin non-zero amplitudes 

the condition becomes -Re-a— (1 )1i 	where Pi == NAN. Opt f,iX1) 

We may conclude that although it is possible to perform a Sommerfeld-

Watson transformation on such an amplitude, obtaining a background 

integral along "al) 	A, 	, we may not displace this to --Rsta= 

without explicitly removing the behaviour ofT(E) which causes the 

integral analagous to eqn. (7.75) to diverge. It is interesting to 

observe that since 

-1— 0-1z) 	 (7.74) 

the condition of square integrability over the 0(2,1) group manifold 

required that 

0.'( z) 5_ 0 ( 2; ) 
	

(7.75) 

however subtractions may still be necessary in order to make the left-

hand cut contribution converge. 
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In the physical region of the s channel the 0(2,1) expansion 

is valid, with 

---- 4-s-00 

TZs,t di.  (21i1) -171, TI(0) (7.76) 

   

where 

00 

T(j,t) = fot 	s, t ) 	 (7 c 77) 

However unless the unsubtracted dispersion relation is valid 

we cannot perform the analytic continuations of § 7.3 to identify this 

with the Sommerfeld-Watson transform of the 0(3).  expansion. Never 

the less it may be possible to modify the procedure in order to make 

the identification under less stringent conditions than the existence 

of an unsubtracted dispersion relation. 
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g.8 	The introduction of discrete symmetry eigenamplitudes into the 

partial wave expansions, and the decomposition of 0(3,1) amplitudes into 

0(2,1) amplitudes. 

1. 	Eigenamplitudes of P and C.  

Parity eigenstates may be formed from the 0(3) basis vectors by 

defining 

0-3 	Ira; 	> 	E CT 	
; 	

(8.2) 

where cr = (-I) . In terms of these we may define parity eigen-

amplitudes by 

E 
T 

 A 

,(5,0 = 	' /m;; V,411-1 trn •
$ 	

X2  > 	(8.3) 

e 0 0 

with the symmetries 54-S2- c' 	E E 
<A X i TO p --A-A > - E 7 70)  otAiT(5,t) 1 x, x,› 

4! 	23te sa_ sc ty  
3 4 	' 	i 	— 

(8.4) 
E 	 E 

KA-)14iT (55  pi Ai A2) = e 7 7 (-0 < vii,IT(s,j)1,X,A,> 
(8.5) 03 64 

If parity is conserved then the reduced amplitude may be expanded as 



cr 
the 0(2,1) reduced amplitudeT (4, t) to be the analytic 

P IA  4 
continuation of the t channel amplitude having signature Cr, 

 

E 	• 
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T (5, ,j)

I" 

= >2 T 
1, 
(5,4) 

E )A- 0 

(8.6) 

 

where T (5, 	has eigenvalue = e 07. 
frx 

p 

 

The parity operation does not have a sufficiently simple 

representation in terms of-0(2,1) eigenstates to enable the 

0(3) procedure to be followed. However, since we may identify 

if parity is conserved, then we may expand it as 

 

(i, 	
= 

 

(8.7) 

 

  

__cre 

where T 
X 
(4. 	is the analytic continuation of an amplitude 

pr 	
, 0 

. 
having parity 	which is subject to symmetries analagous 

to eqns (8.4) and (8.5). 

As 	does not commute with the Caaimir operatorT'Kof 

0(3,1) , the set of representations which occurs in the 

decomposition of a two-particle state must be enlarged to include 

both positive and negative values of 	. This is achieved by 

defining parity ei 	

o 

genstates with eigenvalue E. by 

(8.8) 

tj
oC; nn J > = 	[i 4.oc •

' 
447);J>+ 6 71(1 	trri ; 

0 	E 	0 	4 	ln 63 
and the corresponding eigen-amplitudes by 

T (j„,c) = <10c; irm;j1TI cc ; 

'311 	E U 	0 

 

(8.9) 
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Notice that these amplitudes have a j dependence through (- 4-j)  

and possess the symmetry 

E 

T (- 	= Z... (- 	T iosc) 
U7' U 	 3.31  0 

(8.10) 

Conservation of parity enables the expansion of the 0(3,1) reduced 

amplitude in terms of parity eigenamplitudes as 

T 	t T 	 (8.11) 
TT' 	e TJ" 

When dealing with identical particles of spin S and positive 

energy, we have shown in §.6 that states with the correct statistics 

	

are obtained by projection with! 	(- 	where 13  12 
exchanges particles 1 and 2. It follows from eqn (6.38) 

(i-25-x) 
1 irm-,X,A2> = 	Irm.dk2,,\,> 

12 JJ 
(8.12) 

that projection on the initial or final states is equivalent to 

imposing the symmetries 

A3)\411-  (53  j) XIX, 	(- °T. < )13)\411-  (S5  pi )‘, 	
(8.13) 

< A4311-  (S3  pf XiAl> = (-1 cr <X  3 A41T(S1) Xi .a> 
(8.14) 

By identifying the 0(2,1) reduced amplitudes with the crossed 

channel 0(3) amplitudes we may infer that-an analagous set of 
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conditions may be applied to them. For the 0(3,1) reduced 

matrix elements,T 	4.5C) statistics require that .3' and J Q  be 
J.31  0 

even. The same projection operator must be applied to a particle 

anti-particle state of positive energy. In this case we make 

) 

use of 	2S -A) 
iz  C I irm • A,%> 	HY' 	j 	A2: 5‘ 	 8015 1 > 7 /7 ( 

Oc 
to define eigenstates ofT1Cby 

Xk> 7 A ltn.A3> +7 	in 	> )ix   	jr,, 2 	 ; 	(8,16)  
2 5 

with eigenvalues -T
12
C = e(1) 07. Upon projection with 

2 S.r, +(- I) r ) they become eigenstates of C having eigenvalue 
2 

C = Zrcr, while conservation of C,  allows the expansion 

< X33\41 -1(s,piX,X2> 	A3  %41T(5, 	X1 52 >x(8.17)  

T 	(s5  4) EX  T (5, 4.) 
/tu 	0 	IA-  J\ 

A 
 

where 
?(Syi) I X2—X> 	 < X3--NE)T1?((-S3 	> (8,19)  

< V1 /43  I T15(53  ) I ,)% 3\2> 	< 3- -A 4  I TC(S., i  A  :Al>  

in whichl- )‘ ('S A)is an eigenamplitude of 	having 

C 
 

eigenvalue= ocr . By once again making use of the 

continuation from the crossed channel we may identify the above'- 

equations as being applicable to the 0(2,1) expansion. For tae 

0(3,1) amplitudes a similar argument leads to_ 	(- 
with (— I)3 	I 

for T4c ,c) „ 
TT 0 

viz. (8.18) 
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Upon collecting all of the above results we may make the 

synopsis shown in Appendix 1. 

2. 	The 0(2,1) content of an 0(3,1) amplitude.  

The 0(3,1) expansion of the 0(2,1) helicity amplitude in the 

brick-wall frame, the amplitude having been shown in §2 to be equivalent 

to the crossed channel 0(3) helicity amplitude, is 

(1/2.A2 
11 

4? 4  7r (55 i. _0)1 cfnAi  — 913A3  

	

v bao 	v 

E (s., 2, 	A,-,.1J1jv ).13:(-`_r_r)cik 	(11°-- c5-2) 	T(403  
J' 	4 	

"
2 	cr/svriTqc- cr) TT' 	(8.21) 

ICOctZ) c5- 	im)01,4°-"E"gcL0,  ThY )(J.  'A 15 Al 5 S3 A3) 
Trrra' 	 Trni 71 	rm 

upon introducing the deCompOsition forMula from 0(3,1) to 0(2,1) 

equation eqn (5.41), it becomes 

<-1
2.
;\
2) /4.X41 T(5i t =-- 0) I cii,A, , - 13A-3  

1- +L; 	, 
- I 	z 4 (-21 + I)  	E (s2),,,s4-A4  I stA,) 
17- J i Pootfain (1( - (.7 71,T' Ix. -2" {- Cr 	

4,,,— IC 

c
0,4 

J 	
4, 42- c2) 	T (4'0, (,) 2 K (f)+,J) 

.. Loo 	7(c -0) TT' a 	. 2,4- 0 	
f:5' 
2 

1QC 
Ictil 

A 
 (2) - 0- 	

u6- V
oL
)1 4

(1--z) K (4)  + ) J-
)i 

(T IA 1 -5, Ai 5S3-A3) ° 
+ discrete contribution..  

(8.22) 

Upon comparing this with a normal 0(2,1) expansion we see that 

the 0(3,1) amplitude with 0(3,1) signature Cr gives rise to an 0(2,1) 

amplitude< 	.(S31) I X, As  > 	having normal signature 

-i) 	• 
6 in the j plane. 
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<->k2.4 II-cr.('r)-%  j)rA-A j 	3 33" = (52 Az y sif - A4 1 Si')  
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cr 
(lo c-1) costrq-0-)2T,(40, ) K (4 5 4- ,j1K(1,-1-,T) 

‘77 a 	u A(inTr(c-o) 
(3-511 S t  Xi5S3— A3) 

_,) 	-2- 4. Tvd"4 	3 
> ) 	< 	I Tcr  +1 	( .; ) A ;\ 	0 — 

pd A 

-boo 
and hence 

9/2.A2,3  941 T(S;t =0) 1 51A1 3  9/3A 3  

1-14-Loo 

  

' -g oo C 

(8.23) 

(8.24) 

For the case of elastic scattering, in which we are mainly interested, the 

crossed channel spins are pair-wise equal. This implies that jo 	
A 

are all integers and consequently that both 26 and Cr are real; however 

in general for half integral values Cr will be 

in order,to reproduce real values of X ., In 

assume that the spins are pairwise equal viz 

T ° 
amplitude 	(103(:) has Lorentz signature 

C parity (-0' . We now consider to which classes 

it may contribute. 

The 0(2,1) reduced amplitude of signature % is classified in terms 

of its parity times signature and C parity times signature eigenvalues, 

complex, via.0 := 

what followS we shall 

s3, s2= s4. The 

6' , parity EE = ± I and 
of 0(2,1) amplitudes 

e camp, C_ 96 respectively. Following Hara 
(37) 

, we 

define the classes by Table g 

Table 7 . 
while physical examples are given in 
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+ — 

— 

IX + 
-P,?,42 V", et 

± 5,p, 02 xf, 

— A t  

TABLE 
	

TABLE ? 

2CE6 
The eigenfunctions A2A4  IT (S, j) I A, A3> may be distinguished 

by the symmetry properties 

( 7\2.A4.1rS*, ) Al  > 

%E._ 	2 Si  
= E< X2,417- (5,1)I-A,--A3 > (- 

 

 

2ce 2 a  
EK-A-VT( S,plA t A3> (-0 

(8.25) 

_.<X2A41T2g,,a)1 A,"-A3> =. 	A2X4.11- (s5 i) /13 A, > 	i) 

xg 
.?c< A4A2. 1T (5,1)1 

(8.26) 
A, 713> 

This enables the classification of the amplitude<A 	ITTS,4)IAt A3 

defined by eqn (8.23), in terms of its CP eigenvalue, for under A,<—>— A3  

(T`A 15, A i  5  S t -  AO 	>(SI A 	 A i ) ,  

(2Si-  S i

) (5 I X I S i A1 ,51 - X3) 
	

(8027) 
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viziTcr( 0,;)1A,A3> 
4 	d  

and hence 

(2 s, -J-') 	or 
1) 	< 2. A i 73.1  CO  j) —), 3  —,"); 	(8.28) 4_  

(8.29) 

The amplitude has simple transformation properties under C and G' 

separately only if jo= 0, for then use may be made of 

oc 	 cc 

K A(i,+, Si) 
	

kA  q,+,31 	 (8.30) 

to show that 

(161— U 4) 

( V41 Tcr(01  p A l s X3> = 	A A4 1-141°3j —)11, 	(8.31) 

AA' acq) I 
n3 

5 A > 	(8,32) 

from which it follows that for jo= 0 

(-- )
3-1

26 • (8.33) 

while we recall that 

(8.34) 

Equations (8.29), (8.33) and (8.34) define the general decomposition 
ar- / 

° 
of an 0(3,1) eigenamplitude I 	(.4 ) C) , having Lorentz signature 

j-J•31  d 
cr 	and (1 parity (-1)- 	, into 0(2',1) amplitudes. 
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They are valid only for amplitudes which are square integrable 

over the 0(2,1) and 0(3,1) group manifolds. Whenever the non-square 

integrability is of an innocuous kind, viz. the amplitude may be 

expressed as a square-integrable part plus a power series in Z = 
then the principal series integrals must be completed by a set of poles. 

The positions of the poles are determined by the various powers of z in 

which the non-square-integrability is localised. The poles all occur 

to the right ofRAI C = 0 and 4, 	since otherwise 

the continued partial wave amplitudes are convergent.. In order to 

decompose one of these continued 0(3,1) amplitudes into continued 

0(2,1) amplitudes we must utilise that continuation of the 0(3,1)--)>0(2,1) 

principal series decomposition which continues into an 0(4) > 0(3) 

decomposition, since the amplitudes continue into 0(4) and 0(3) 

amplitudes respectively. This we obtain from eqn (5.37) 

loC  

_CL () 	o, 	( 2  
Je u- 	 . Aim A 

j6-C. 	 00--ia)-tio 	1.4-c 
[cos rrij K (4, -I-, 	K (4,+,Y)-(-1) 	ciasirc K 

nry, 	an p 	+ discrete series contribution 	(8.35) Pa 

to 	ao '2 doc 
of i• 4°  (1 1-5  3") on one 

rm 
as shown in Fig. lip  

with the poles 

of I( (45 +, 3-) on the other, 
on 0 

. Equation (8.23) becomes 

where L is a contour from - -1.00 

side and the poles 
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<)0‘1T(.")1A)i>- 2, 4  3_3405j 	1 3 
M-1-idOo 

C 
(Sa  Ai, S4.-  A4  i 3),,t) 	

( 
 eV, k 0 C  i 2 K (4, +, TYT ( dol  C) 

lo-  

l 	M _ 	/W a 	Ia.' Q 	(8.36) 

[COSTC1 Kfec ii...5 u-)_(_1c3-  L A)+tA TeC KAt;,+, 3' (JIA 1 Si  A, 3  53-A3) 

	

0 I  A 	+ discrete contribution 

where the discrete contribution arises from the poles of 

crossed while shifting the contour to -Re. C = M . The corresponding 

expansion of the amplitude is identical with eqn (8.24) except that 

the contour of integration is now L, defined by eqn (8.35). The 

result of this is that when the contour is displaced onto the 0(2,1) 
• 

principal series integral, 	..... 	, account must be taken of 

the intervening poles viz the daughters. These may be obtained 

directly from eqn. (8.35) by displacing L onto .e.i -1 '  when 
we obtain discrete contributions from poles at 

• and 	- C 	, in = 0, I 	ECJ ; where CC1is the 

maximum integer CRe- C. 	. if we define 

2'iY ICJ (m J") 	Zirn 	c - k (14, 
(Wi 

	

,oc 	 Jo` 
(8.37) 

Then the discrete contribution, viz the family of daughters obtained 

upon shifting L is 
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'• 

Cc] ,„...c 
E E (2c-2 in -1)  K (c-m- I, +,,Y) cosirc cl, (q) di () cl, 

/mep 4n,tfni in =0 Ain, ̀ 1' Cc — m). cm 	fmn Pm* 	-i- 
m 4,5-  ,ji,+(_17'-'1)+1°- W itc (- m,J")} x 	0 W In ) 

rm. 	I 
En 	loc 	i 	(J-irn1)10 cm- i0C. 

mil 
+ 1(-0 W (m)3)—(1) 	

W"' 
(rn3J1).) 

In this expression the contributions from the poles of j = c+n have 

been combined by making use of the first of the symmetries 

-10) 

W (m,J) = E 	W 	- 	J) 

	

rm 	 ml 

1.°c  
( j.) 14/ 

Nnc 

\,t/ 
1 °C  
(m,IV (al, 

	

10 	 1)1 

(8.39) 

(8.40) 

(8.41) 

which follow directly from the corresponding symmetries of the K's. 

The contribution from the poles at j = 	c+n yield the second curly 

bracket of eqn (8.38). It should be noticed that this contribution has 
• 

opposite symmetry to, the first curly bracket under 
0  ---> - 4 	

and 

V  that in- particular for (1 = 0 , the first bracket will yield only even 

daughters, while the second will yield only odd daughters. Whenever both 

are added together then both odd and even daughters are obtained. 

It has been asserted by Sciarrino and Toller
(38) that 

-10c 	 + 	frn + n  joc 

( in J") 	= (- I) 	\IV (m,J) 
	

(8.42) 

Nn 	 ny) 

(8.38) 



,la
c 

2TrE 	(2 / 	(4,+,T) 
5-01 	rryyr4 	M • (i  

• •t", 

i°C
Nn +10+ 	) -40C 	 I I)  \ a 	Eln ,+, 	(-1) 	K (ifr,J) a 4-) 

PM
16 	 4,1 q 	/my) 	ta 

c I 

(8.43) 
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They state having shown this by directly computing W for n=0 

and having tested it for a large number of specific cases using a 

computer; however no general proof is known, and we have not been 

able to furnish one. From eqn (8.38) we can see that its validity 

implies that the second set of daughter poles does not contribute 

to the amplitude. This seems to be a reasonable result for the 

following reason. Whenever (C.- 0 is a positive integer 

corresponding to an 0(4) representation we have shown in § 5 that 

eqn® (8.35) may be replaced by the 0(4) > 0(3) decomposition, 

i.e. 

The significant feature to notice is that the combination of 

K functions which occurs within the square bracket has the same 

symmetry property under 

of eqn. (8.38). Hence for (C. - 
k)) 

as had the first curly bracket 

a positive integer the set of 

daughters is identical with those which emanate from the first curly 

bracket while correspondingly those of the second must have zero 

residues. Hence it would not be inconsistent for them to be zero 

always. 
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In view of the above considerations we shall assume eqn.(8.42) 

to be valid for all 11 and consider the examples of trill TT N 	and 

NN scattering. 

If we write eqn. (8.36), explicitly for the three cases of in-r,rrN 
and NN elastic scattering, then we obtain 

_TOT : <00 1T
0 
 7o, ) I oo .> 
0 	u isti-,00 	 0-c 	o- 	Oc 

_ 	dc,  (-- 2 02)  I cos Tlij - cosnici. K ( 9+.9 0) T (05 c,) K (A
4 
 g)+3018.44) 

	

'six) frc 	 0 	oo 	o 
m-c,00, 
with A., = - 0—  ; G)  . 'X 	; c :7- 2i . 
i.e. only Class I amplitudes are obtained, while we may readily see that 

all of the odd daughters have zero residue; since my > 	is an 

eigenstate of,G parity +1, only C = (-1)I  G is permitted. 

.ir N <oorr(o,,i)tA I A3 > 
00 0  0-c 	cr 	Ox. 	(8.45) 

	

2  c2) 	- cos 	K 	+, OT(o,c) K 	+5  0) 

	

(Al f[Y C 	 0 
viz, as was the case forlirqr scattering, only Class I amplitudes result, 

and only the even daughters have non-zero residues)  /S/rW:41 

= 	 = 

N N 	< 	IT(1,„p I A:A;> 
ii i 

 J)y 
, OLE 

2 22. e 
	 (,°C 

COsir 11( "Ai( j ) - ,J)1:5ci 	 A 	,J) 
4 r 	-J ,1,11 Tr c 

4-(-- 	u wsiTc. K (1,±,3" T (4„5 0 K ic,i-,31(SAII-AAC2X43 
(a-x)-1-0 

ST 
(4°1-5-A- i) 

5 C CP = 



we may define amplitudes 

amplitudes by 

f 

41 

1(2.2 

of definite class from the non-zero 0(2,1) 

..11T(j,t I -21-1 > + < 	1 T ( ,t = )1-7  - 1  > I 
CLASS III. 

<2- 	t =6)1-2-  -I> +< - I 	i=o)1 	> 2. 	 - 
CLASS IV. 

<f 	=o)i > 

<f 	IT(',t-..:.o)1-1--1-> 

2. 2 a) 
CLASS I. 

- 1  11-0 -1,17_01- 	> 
27 -2. 	 , 

CLASS I. 
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The independent reduced amplitudes are:1-  (0,c) , which can 
oo 	cr 

contribute only to Class I amplitudes with A = C); T (0, 
fl 

which contributes to Class III amplitudes for A = 0 and Class IV 

amplitudes for IA I = 	( I , G , which contributes to 

Class II and Class III amplitudes for A = 1., while to Class I and 
Class IV amplitudes for I A I = I. Following G.G.M.W. (371 

The absence of.  Class II amplitudes is a general feature of NN scattering 

which follows from the L-S couplings possible
(40) 

Upon substituting eqn (8.46) int9 

odd daughters to fJ  and 

contributes only even daughters to 

even 	to fin  ; T (05 c) contributes daughters 
Tii 
f 

cr 

	

and odd daughters to fj 	This is fj 
	

1 even daughters to 	f3  and 22 

in complete agreement with the results of Freedman and Wang
(23) 

for 

nucleon-nucleon scattering. 

the above we find 
0-  ; T (0 c) 

o- 
that I (0)0 

oo 

contributes 
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4. 	Asymptotic behaviour of total cross-sections.  

Upon making use of the t=0 crossing relation we may express 

the direct channel amplitude as an 0(3,1) expansion 

13 A 3  ,1)4.A4.  IT I -pi  A i  , ti.2. A2  > 

z 	(52 A2 5 5,2:—  )4 i 3-  trn) ci.cE (10 2  - c2  (7. I S2÷S3--A27)‘3 cr )—T— 
(lo, c) 

U; 7 1  • 	 lo Alin ir c 	 TT ' 0 
cr 	40c 	. 	4 ot 	1  A'ac, 	 . 

SZ 	ri  "2  (2") i  — Cr (- IY' 	d- Q(-2)1 (Tifry, 1 A, ,5,-A3) 
2 	Tim am 	 TrrriT' 

ill __ T,J 1  
Due to the Clebsch -Gordan coefficients this immediately satisfies the 

L1.13  = 0 law which applies at t=0 for elastic scattering(41). 

Asymptotically, as Z —> cx,)  

l
o+loc 

(r.  (-I) 	CI,  (-2) 
Tan TE  

ic+ 	(c-10+"-I) 
(2- 	(05 ; 

a, ( z ) - 
TOM 

I + 0-  ed 

where 

6  (10,c; 3- 5 1n12 7) 
(5'+trn) 	 ..... 
I) 	p (j-c +-I) (c 	[  -4.) (20-i-ix2J-11-ork(7-Antor(0-41.-f-or(3-'-/Th+ort-4-.-+I)  

r$-Nnto r(si-c+or(-c-m,+() ro-tr.+9r(o---fri)r(rli-m1+1) r(0-'1-1-0  i ) ._
Hencei if we assume a pole at c= 0(, 



Cr" 
0- 

T ( 0 ,c) 	•Rxr (1°'c} 
(c -00 

then as Z. —) ,00 
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Ail _ IT pi  

; 2 	1, 	.0- -> E 	- I fry)) 	— 	)  -R. (0,o() (cx, jo  ; J, im T9 
7,71 	 rl im Ti' (0( 40) .3.1  

(Tim)I S1A1 , s i - 	+ cs--  e, 	 (2 Z) 

with an energy dependence which is determined by C(, loandtrne 

In Appendix II we consider elastic scattering of particles having 

spins 
(° ()) (°3  i) 5  (4-  '1)5 (C) 1)5 ( .1 l) 	( )) ;we  classify 

the independent 0(3,1) reduced amplitudes which occur and use the 

above equation to compute the contribution of a pole in a given 

amplitude to the forward elastic scattering amplitude. This enables 

its contribution to the total cross-section to be determined, via 

the optical theorem. In particular it is possible to verify the 

assignment of jo  to a pole by the resulting asymptotic behaviour. 



APPENDIX I. 	Partial wave expansions. 

We collect the various partial wave expansions. 

A3 ,--,4. X4.1T1 	A, , 	> 
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(AI.1) 
CrE 

(.24+1)<A3A41T(5,p1A,>\2>IJCL(z)+ cr e 	c. Ed 
M 	4  oo > 0-3  E. 	± 1 

whereiLL= A3 —A4f A =0\1 --Al  ,P1 = Naux: (/14,15149.fi,---0)„asAis integral 
.1 cre ‘, . 

or half integral.< )1 	IT (5 11)1AI/11) 	is an amplitude having 
3 Ak. 

signature, 0r and parity e= € cr , which satisfies the symmetries 

S,+ S2- CY 	07-1G 

'E. '1110)•( ).‘3A41T (5, pi (AI,2) 

S3+54 (5) 	CrE 
11'13  /14( I) <a3 a4IT (s,p1 A 	> 	(AI,3)  

due to space reflection invariance,'and 

0-6 

)%3.X4.1-1(5,)i 

(AI.4) 

0-E.-. 

X3X4IT I A , Xz> Cr < 	(S, ) I A.2. ,\,› 
4ZrE 

A4  A3  IT (N) I A, 

< ,‘AIT (s, `)IA,A2.>= < X, )\.,. IT (s, p I 

due to time reflection invariance. 

If the initial and final particles are identical, then the 

following additional symmetries apply 

(AI.5) 

(AI.6) 
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For an amplitude which corresponds to particle-antiparticle 

scattering the expansion becomes 

< 3~3, 	 1)1 )%1 12. A> 

0-E e 

E 	4+-04 .3.-&11-(s5,01) A, 

 

urrOA.-0,) 
cr e, 	cL 

 

 

1,7) 

a 
00 

is an eigenamplitude of parity (r):= E f5- 

and charge parity_ C = e 0" which satisfies the 0-) and 	symmetries 

together with 

0-Ee 	 cr€ 

< 	3 Xj+.(T (5, p A I 	= 	< )‘3\17- (51) I )%2:5‘, > 	(A1.8) 

(re IS 
< A:X.3 1T (s, 	I A, )\,,.> 
	

(A1.9) 

due to statistics. 

0(2,1) 
The 0(2,1) helicity amplitude in the direct channel brick-wall 

frame may be expanded as. 

:<-11)\.,,,T4X4 TI t), 

2 	+ I 	E < Al.),411-( 3t)i 	0- e, . 

9 	>k) n I (2 k 	e 

9 (-)A,x) 	ki-1) e 	E T ( it,t) opt, (z) 
rm 	n  

ty 2 
	 CP,E 	/A7A 

0-E e 

where<A3X4  (T(S, 1) I A, 

tzz 	 0-)e /u.x 	/Lux 
(roc,sigro_ty, 	0- 	?" 

" 

€ 

(AI.10) 
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where F. = 	= 

integral or half integral 

the analytic continuation 

A, -A3 	; 	= 0 or -12- as A is 

. < a2  A4  IT (
CrE

,t) I A,'A,> 	is 

of a crossed channel 0(3) amplitude having 

signature cr , parity Q)  = E Or which satisfies the symmetries 

E 

0.2. A4.1T q,t) A, A3> = 
LY 	E 

E 	73( i ) < AlkIT ( .3t) I 	A3> 

* 	(Y 	E 

E 	(I) 	<-A.2. 1\41T 	>k, X3  > 

(AI.11) 

(AI.12) 

as a result of parity conservation,' while due to time-reversal invariance 

CTE 	 (TE 

< 	Xit  IT (,t) I a, A3> 	A, IT ('It) I A2A4) 	 (AI.13) 

If,in additionIthe initial or final particles then the additional symmetries 

TE 	 cre 
< 	,t) I A,A3 > = 	A4 1 T (,t) I A3  X4  > 	(AI.14) 

E 

IT‹ X4 A2. 1 T ( 3  t) I /V I > 	(AI .15) 

applyprespectively. 

The amplitude_k-1)2.X2.5 4 4 ITIpt X1.7 -- 3 > 3 
> 	 may be 

crE 

similarly expanded in terms of reduced amplitudesN I (/ 
C
E O 	) I )\ X 

i 3>  

If particle-antiparticle scattering is involved then they are eigen- 

amplitudes of charge parity 	= O or if they obey the symmetries 
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a' 2f 

(pOlA 1 -A3 > =X64/\,. IT (',L) I A, Ad 

CrE2S 

= ?C< A2 X4 IT 

0(3,1) 

The forward scattering amplitude, (t=0) having equal masses 

in the crossed channel, in the centre of mass frame of the direct channel, 

may be expanded as 

<-\ X3  q4 )14.  IT I Ti  X1  5 1)2  >2  > 

..1.  pj. I  CT; ...T,I1.\  4  I : \ 	M  4.  1:ID°  + 

) lc E . - c )
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T ( /iv  , C,) 
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' 	M - Lc° 4-i 10 11/1171 (--(/) TTI O 

Ct.1°Z) + 0" (- iT-86-rm  c01-2) ( r I T, s3 \ 

3mi V 	 j'an TI 	n1  I A. - A3  / 
1 jcI ... J, T' ; M :-. frrtioc (1, 3') 

6 
T 

T3" 
while by 

 

(j-- 	e 
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Jul 6 

 

..t  (AI.19) 

time reversal invariance.  

 

(s-1o+ or (Jt+ 	I)  
(T +10 + I) P(J110 -1- I) 

while if identical particles.Ae involved, e.g. elastic scattering, then 

statistics require 

I) 	= 	I 	 (AI.21) 

(AI.18) 

orE, 
T (1„c) is an amplitude having 0(3,1) signature Cr and parity C 

TJ' 0 
Due to space reflection invariance 

0,c) 
3.3-1 ( 

T 
71 V 

(AI,20) 
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APPENDIX II. 

High energy limits of forward equal-mass scattering amplitudes. 

From eqn (AI.18) the t=0 equal mass scattering amplitude admits the 

following 0(3,1) expansion, f it is square integrable over the 0(3,1) 

group manifold, 

_<-N)‘3 ,-NX4 IT 1 13,X, j-132.A› 
E 2 	2. 

Q- :Litz) a-ei:Tr(6,-:;17Y3d,of_2)71 171 T
1  

Ttria 
Du 

the_ AT = C) law which applies at t = 0 
Z 

	 (37) 

amplitude of 0(3,1) signature 0 	and parity e 

conjugation parity C = ( I) 	which satisfies 

E 	 T 
(V"' Ai  - X4  irn i -.I,/.„ ,sim IT c 	U.' 

Tryyif I 	tY)1 A t-Al 
to the Clebsch-Gordan coe icients this immediately 

1 01.S 

satisfies 

T 
, with charge 

is an 

2 

1 1(7- 10+1) r (Ti+  
ere 

T 	4'0  ,c) 
TIT ° 

 

(Ail. 2) 

    

    

      

      

      

due to time-reversal invariance, while as a result of charge parity 

conservation 

(AII.3) 

The energy variable occurring in eqn (AIII.l) is 

-I 2. 
= 	(2 NY) /YY1 	(S 	tyril  

2 	 2 
(AII.4) 
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We may obtain the contribution from a Toiler pole by explicitly 

introducing a pole into the reduced amplitude and then using Cauchy's 

theorem. The contribution of the pole 

oTE 	 tTE 

T ( jo ,c) = 	40,c) (2111,) (c - 
UT' 	JJ11)  

to the amplitude being 

-NA3, -1)4A41 T I -ID, A, , Xi> 

(3-2 	T 	crEt 

VI 	Al; Ate • ") 	, 371 \ t 
acOC 	

(r")  c[d°  (j-A 
In the hfg

jj 
 hT  eirgy limit, as S—> 	 A  — 3  

kcE) )ic+n)  cl)pc(- )} 
urrnT1 	T0.4" 
( I  +. 	iifr(cio+1 

z) 
	

T, an, V 
2 	

e,  

where 

ci ( 05 c;  J., )) r(3-c+i)r(c-ic)  
r(frim-Or(J+c+Or(--c-frn+1) 

{ (2J+ f) P.  J11-  r (7-1Th +0 r(J+  
P(J -t- n-ntl) r (J-1,-1-1) 	fyyi 	1-1 (3-(-10+ 

and we use mi 

(AII.5) 

(AII.6) 

(AII,7) 

(AII.8) 

   

() 
T10  T 

for an 

  

as S --> OD the pole, contribution becomes 
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—)E ( %72 	 (;10,0 	(0 , • Jim J-8) 
7,r 	A4 renksiin 	cx— —ryn) 0-jt) 	

0, 
(AII.9) 
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trn  A f —Asi 

 

(0 - 0+ - 
(.2 z) 0°  ± 

 

   

I° 
with an energy dependence only on O( and ( 

o
- rrn). 

We now make use of the above expressions to formulate the 

asymptotic behaviour of the forward scattering amplitude 	S11- 532  

which is a consequence of the assumption of a Toiler pole in the 0(3,1) 

reduced amplitudes, for the cases SI , S2 	 . It is straight-

forward to proceed from these to expressions for the total scattering 

cross-sections and their asymptotic energy dependence. We begin by 

classifying the various 0(3,1) reduced amplitudes which can contribute 

to the various processes. 
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TABLE ATI.1 

Classification of the independent reduced amplitudes contributing to 

' elastic scattering at t=0. 

5 

(re 
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00 
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S' • ), defined by eqn. 	(AIII.8) 

1 
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Using eqn (AIII.9) we may formulate asymptotic expressions for the 

direct channel amplitudes 

< 	X4.  I X, X2  > = kn•n < -1),X„-i4X4.1T1 	,;. X.a > 
s —> 00 

(AII.10) 
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where Z > I , and.Cr (Z) 

• (Z) Ot• 0-  .(Z)_ 

is the left or right hand spectral function 

respectively, of the unsubtracted dispersion 
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APPENDIX III.  

During the analytic continuation of the 0(2,1) and 0(3,1) 

expansions certain integrals occurred whose existence was assumed without, 

explicit proof. They will now be considered move fully. As the 

significant features are essentially spin independent we shall consider 

the scattering of spinless particles and indicate at the end the alterations 

which occur upon the introduction of spin. For the 0(2,1) case of a 

spinless amplitude the integrals concerned were of the form 
Mti,00 

1-(z) 	• 

M-Loo 
with 	>1 

oo 

T (4) 1). (±2) 
,svri 	0 
Pm M = O 	and M > 1 
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(MAIO.) 

T rr (2.) Q.(a) 

 

(AII1,2) 

   

relation satisfied by,T (a) . We-ate interested in the existence.of 

eqn (AIII.1), this being determined by its behaviour at the limits of 

integration. If cr (z) < C)(Z) as Z. 	00 then eqn (AIII.2) 

exists for 1Z-e %?.-11RZ0(. Since an unsubtracted dispersion relation is 

assumed to exist 140( 	C) . If the amplitude is in addition required 

to be square integrable over the-0(2,1) group manifold, then 

2 

Any) T*I 	IT()1 < o 	) QA 	—> 	(A111.3) 

(z) 	o (a ) c 	—> 00 	(AIII.4) viz 
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If we impose the same limit on the left hand spectral function then 

eqn (AIII.2) converges for all 1ZR-j? 	. 

Upon introducing the asymptotic behaviour 

) —>K 	 ) IZ .4-  (al- 1)/ (AIII.5) 

QiS 	 5  Z > I 
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The asymptotic behaviour of T (±Z)as I 6 y) I —> 00  is 
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where K indicates a constant which is independent of j. Upon substituting 

eqns (AIII.60  7, 8) into eqn (AIII.1) we may see that the term arising 

from TA 	converges fox all M 	while the behaviour of the 
13 term arising from P. (-2-) is determined by 

fl 600 
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T M 401s! !+ (AIIT. 11) 

where. Z. = GfA., 	This integral is finite, however its value is 
1 

indeterminate. We shall define its value to be zero, the mean about which 

it oscillates. An immediate consequence of this definition is that if 

M we shift the contour of integration fromIter ri tOPY -Rep 11 5 (15 I v' "05 
then there is zero contribution from the strips at ± co . 

The introduction of spin does not change the essential character 

of these remarks. It changes the region of convergence of the equation which 

defines the reduced amplitude ( 	A 	4-,) 1 A A 	to . 	 A. 

Re-  1 	ern-0X (IA -A I 	--/‘ I1  - 	For d . ; les than this value the 
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integral relation between representations of the first and second kinds must 

be used to redefine < )\ 	IT (; 	! A A 	in a suitably convergent 
":4   

form; however an analysis similar to the above still applies. 

The behaviour of the 0(3,1) expansion is analagous to the above. 

For a spinless amplitude the expansion takes the form 
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From the assumption of the unsubtracted dispersion relation it follows 

that 
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) < 0 ( 1) 

CIA 	—> 
while if T(s) is square integrable over the 0(3,1) group manifold 

0 (E 
00 

(AIII,14) 

(AIII.15) 

and if we impose this condition also 	(a) 
	

, then T_(C) as__ 

defined by eqn (AIII.13) exists for RAi. c .;!_c). Upon introducing the 

asymptotic behaviour 

0c_ 
(z) —> K lc) 	QA, (--c.) 

000 

00 

K 1 cl 	ct,z 	(() (a2- 
2 	

CL R 

	

where_tc denotes a constant independent of C., 	and 	= 

combine this with the asymptotic behaviours 

OC: 

ocos 
	 (1“ 

as 	—> 00 

(AIII.16) 

A(III.17) 

-A(III.I8) 

A(III.19) 

-t 
K I c 1 v_Acr, 	Lcfr) uscr, (± c 

ct/s z —> oo 

with 4:e.,Cir C(A dyn2.- >< 0 , and substitute into eqn (AIII.12). The 
j 0C 

term arising from_ CI, (iE) 	Clearly converges, while that coming from 
oC 	 000 

behaves as 

000 
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(AIII.20 

which is in complete analogy with the 0(2,1) expansion. As before we 

shall define its value to be zero; with the consequence that upon shifting 

the background integral there is zero contribution from the strips at +i/oa 

If spin is introduced then the definition of the reduced amplitude 

L. 
for 	 e. C < 	max cpUl510-nust be made via the integral relation 

connecting the representations of the first and second kinds,however 

the essential character of the above,  arguments is unaltered, 
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If we. take account of the pole of_ ,03 	05 C.) at C z  C) 

JJ" 0 
integral, eqn. (7.49) becomes, 

0 	
1.00   1°

C 
= 	clx, (1:- c.2) 	(40  ,0 Cla (z) 

10  -i3O ,0 	° A 	JV v • 	Dm V 
l

oo 

-L4-1 o (7.1) B (0,0) di (() 
TJ 	Trim TI  

then, for 

Jrnial 
(AIv,l) 

It follows that the set of nonsense-channel terms is 

(c 
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&ct  
I) -B ;o ,o) ct/ (z) 

3-j1 	T' 

(AIV.2) 

in which N min(j,V) and 

where the second term is zero only if jo  is integral. Now from the 

definition of 	 given in eqn. (7.52), if we can show, by 

using the discrete symmetries of the 0(3,1) representations, that 

• 
N 	 (10) loc 

'_.. 2 E E (-A0  c-2)(--1) 	ai (z) 
o  ,.1-, 0 	TmIT I  

, 2 	lo 	00 	1  100  
--t-- 	1 o  (- I) 0..(a) di (II) 

° u 	 ins1 	J itml 1 

(AIV.3) 
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then the sum of the nonsense-channel contributions will be zero. But 

since 

°c- 	11`" 	c  
01.,_(z) ol, (it) 	() 	(() 

J'im' J 	Teti 
(ATV .4) 

a•0 

oc• 
c..2)(i) 	44, 	01, (a) 

Tan TI 	J 
(AIV .5) 

L 
Ja

r 

From equation (A.11) of reference (21), it follows that for___(C, 

integer,. C. 	3- 3  

 

G +Or (I+40+1)r(T`i-c+0110-1- 

r(s+c-+ 	(Jio+ l)1'(Jtc+i)P(3+10+ )) 

Hence 
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and consequently 

2 	(CAD) Cio  —Cp 

= E 	 z 	(21) 
JsimJ Jima 

Thus we infer that the complete sum of nonsense channel terms of 

the exchange amplitude is zero. The same analysis applies to the 

direct part of the amplitude and hence the result to its entireity. 

(AIV.8) 
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